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FOREWORD
This report has been prepared by Avco Everett Research
Laboratory, Inc. (AERL) to summarize the results under Contract
NAS6-2653. the purpose of which was to prepare the specifications and
preliminary design for an Airborne Oceanographic Lidar System (AOL),
which is to be installed on a National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA), Wallops Flight Center, C-54 research aircraft.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared to summarize the activities under
Contract NAS6-2653, which had as its purpose the preparation of the
specifications and preliminary design of an AOL system, which is to be
constructed for installation and use on a NASA WaDops Flight Center (WFC)
C-54 research aircraft. The AOL system is to provide an airborne
facility for use by various government agencies to demonstrate the utility
and practicality of hardware of this type in the wide area collection of
oceanographic data on an operational basis. Being accomplished under the
Advanced Applications Flight Experiments (AAt_E) Program, the data
obtained from system utilization will directly support NASA' s EOPAP,
SEASAT and ERTS programs in the areas of bathymetry, oil slick detec-
tion and identification, and algae detection and mapping.
AOL specification and design activities were perfcrmed over the
four month period between June and October, 1975. Using a Design Team.
approach,(1) the measurement requirements, which the AOL system was
to be configured to meet, were reviewed and refined and system perform-
ance requirements identified. In conjunction with the latter, a system
concept was developed and refined, from which the system specifications
and preliminary design emanated. This report has been structured to be
compatible with the flow of program activities and development, e.g. , the
system measurement and performance requirem ,ts are first presented,
followed by a description of the conceptual system approach and the con-
siderations attendant to its development. System performance calculations
are then addressed, and lastly, the system specifications and preliminary
design are presented and discussed.
(i)The Design Team was comprised of both NASA WFC and AERL per-
sonnel, with H. H. Kim of NASA and I. Itzkan of AERL as experiment
co- inve sti_ator s,
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SEC TION II
SYSTEM MEASUREMENT AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
, •
1.0 MEASUREMENT P.EQUIREMENTS
On 22/23 January and 11/12 February 1975, respectively, a laser
Hydrography and a Laser Fluorosensor Workshop were held to define, as
best as practicable, the Government user measurement requirements fc, r
the AOL system. Representatives of sixteen United States and Canadian
Government agencies were present. The results of these Workshops were
documented, 1,;_ distributed to all participants, and formed the basis for
the Design Team to jointly establish the type and range of measurement
requirements to which the AOL is to be configured to satisfy. The results
of the Design Team assessments are summarized in Tables I and II, which
contain *.he basic requirements that the AOL will be configured to meet.
2. 0 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
In parallel with and subsequent to the definition of the basic meas-
uring requirements, the Design Team addressed the more significant
system performance requirements expected of the AOL. These are sum-
marized in Tables III through V. These data, in conjunction with the
measurement requirements, previously discussed, provided the baseline
for the devetopmen_, of the detailed AOL system specifications and pre-
limina ry design.
3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
The AOL system is to be installed either on NASA Wallops Nlight
Center C54-G aircraft N427NA or N438NA. One of the major constraints
imposed on the design of the system by the Design Team is that it be con-
figured in a manner which would minimize the requirements for aircraft
modifications attendant with its installation and use. Other general con-
straints included that the system be configured to allow extreme flexibility
for interchanging laser transmitters and that all elements requiring adjust-
ment or removal/replacement during system use be readily accessible.
-5-
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TABLE I
AOL I_IEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT S SUMMARY
BATHYMETRY
Application
Area Coverage
Maximum Measurement Depth
Minimum Measurement Depth
Vertical Measurement Accuracy
Horizontal Measurement
Accuracy
Sea State Conditions
Platform Characteristic s
Altitude
Velocity
Background Conditions
Ground Truth Data
Attitude Stabilization
Coastal water charting; fish school
detection and track
2
One data point per 20 m maximum,
+ 5 deg from nadir; also capability to
T 15 deg from nadir
-I -I
6 mwitha = ? m required{ a = 3 m
desired; 10 m with a --I m- _
0.6m
+0.3m
+ 1. 07 m (1)
Measurement required
152 mto 609 m
278 km/hr
Day and night operation required
Required via wide angle footprint
camera and autotape
Not required
(I)AOL system contribution, at an aircraft altitude of 609 m, towards a
stated 5 m RMS reading accuracy requirement. The aircraft positional
and attitude readout RMS equivalency, at 609 m, is estimated to be
+ 4.93 m.
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TABLE II
AOL MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
FLUOROSENSING
Application
Data Rate
Excitation Spectral Range
Emission Spectral Range
Emission Spectral Resolution
Emission Temporal Resolution
Platform Characteristics
A Ititude
Velocity
Background Conditions
Ground Truth Data
Oil detection and identification;
mineral resource survey; crop growth
and disease identification, air sea
rescue; ocean temperature, salinity
and current determination; identifica-
tion of hazardous materials and pol-
lutants; algae detection and measure-
ment
100 per sec
3371 _to 6600 _, variable
3500 _ to 8000 R
I00 _ channels over spectral range
8 nsec to 50 nsec, variable
152 m
278 km/hr
Day and night operation required
Required via wide angle footprint
camera and _-_otape
-5-
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TABLE III
AOL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
BATHYMETRY
Excitation Wavelength
Excitation Bandwidth
Excitation PRF
Excitation Pulse Width
Scanning Angle
Scanning Rate
Transmitter Beam Divergence
Receiver Spectral Resolution
Receiver FOV
Receiver Temporal Resolution
Receiver Dynamic Range
Polarization
5400
_ 400 pps
_ 4 nsec
+ 15 deg from nadir and, fixed at nadir
(non- scanning)
As required for one data point per
20 m 2 (constant grid desirable)
<_ Z mr with variable beam expander
5.400 __+ 2 _ (< + 2 _ desirable)
5 mr to 20 mr, variable
2.5 nsec
--107
Required for transmitter and receiver
-6-
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TABLE IV
AOL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
FLUOROSENSING
Excitation Wavelength
Excitation Wavelength
Bandwidth
Excitation PRF
Excitation Pulse Width
Scanning Angle and Rate
Transmitter Beam Divergence
Receiver Spectral Range
Receiver Spectral Resolution
Receiver FOV
Receiver Temporal Resolution
Receiver Dynamic Range
Measurement Accuracy
3371 _ to 6600 g, variable with dye
i R at 3371 g; 7 _ to 10 _ with dye
< I00 pps
< 8 nsec
Same as for bathymetry
:_- Z mr with variable beam expander
3500 J_to sooo ,_
100 _ channels over spectral range
2_mr to 5 mr, variable
8 nsec to 50 nsec, variable, each
channel
~ 105
Standard digital accuracy
-7-
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TABLE V
AOL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL
Operating Requirements
Mission time-line
Operation with other installed
systems
interface with other installed
systems
System ground preparation time
Operator requirements
System performance monitoring
In-flight bathymetry to fluoro-
sensing interchangeability
Background monitor
System operational altitude
(unpressurized)
System non-operational altitude
(unpressurized)
Operational relative humidity
range-cabin
Operational temperature
range-cabin
Operational vibration profile
One hour, typical
Required
Interface with LTN-51 INS and
NASA 36 bit TCG required
One hour, maximum
One man operation
Real time performance monitoring via
scope(s), display(s), etc. required
Not required
Required for automatic go, no-go
control
I, 5Z4 m (provide baro-switch to
prevent operation above 1,524 m}
3,658 m
0 to 95%
32 ° to 100°F
To be provided by NASA
. i
i
t
/
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TABLE V (Cont.)
Alil_nment and Calibration
In-flight alignment/calibration
Short term calibration/
alignment (':: one week)
Tr_nsmitter output beam
e×pander and light monitor
Design anti Construction
Ultimate design loading factors
Cabin area
last run_ent bays
(beneath floor}
I." 1oo r load
Minimize requirements for, however,
provide for transmitter/receiver
a lignment in- flight
Provide built- in feature with system
Required
Forward: ¢} g' s Sideways:
Do_nn: 6 g' s tTp:
Forward: 2.5 g' s Sideways:
Down: 6 g' s tip:
q75 kg/m 2 (200 psf) maximum
. t) o
4
mm,_, o
In this regard, modular construction was also emphasized as highly desir-
able, where practicable. With regard to constraints on system weight,
volume or power, no specific limitations were identified in the aforemen-
tioned areas other than that a lightweight, compact system design approach
be utilized. In addition, an electronics rack space utilization of three racks
maximum (two racks desired) was discussed as a design space constraint
in that area. Also, discussions with D. Young of the NASA Wallops
Aeronautical Program Branch 3 have indicated that the remaining power
available, per aircraft, is 7 kW, 60 Hz, I $, but that additional power
could be provided, if necessary.
i
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SECTION Ill
SYSTEM CONCEPT
I. 0 OPTICAL (SENSING) SYSTEM CONCEPT
I, I Concept Development
In developing the optical system concept, various z_Iternatives were
explored regarding the arrangement of the principal components, type of
supporting structure, method of scanning, type of receiving optics, provi-
si.on for detecting the surface L'eturn and types of spectrometers. These
alternatives will l'e lriefly discussed here in orde," to provide additional
background and appreciation for the chosen concept.
A. Scanner Concept Development
Three types of scanners were considered: l) an oscillating mirror
which produces a linear scanning pattern; 2) a rotating optical wedge which
produces a circular scanning pattern; and 3) a hutating mirror which pro-
duces an oval shaped scanning pattern. The nutating mirror approach was
selected because it provides the most efficient distribution of data points
on the water and subsurface terrain; the drive mechanism has comparatively
low weight, inertia and vibration, and the extent of the scanning pattern can
be adjusted by simply changing the angle of the scanning mirror.
B. Spectrcmeter Concept Deveiopl,aent
The choice of a transmission type grating as a dispersing element
was made after considering a prism and a reflectance grating. The lrans-
n_is.cion gratin_ was found to have greater dispersive power than the prisn_
and allowed a more compact optical system configuration than tl_e reflectance
grating.
The use of light guides and a multi-channel photomultiplier (PMI de-
tel tot array was also the result of a prelin_inary investigation of in]age
dissector,_, vidi_'ons. OMA detectors, etc. The light _uide and multi-
L-hannel array was selected I ecause of it_ high temporal and spectral informa-
lion _athering ability. The capability for simultaneous recordin_ o( all
-ll-
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spectral channels is provided with adequate spectral resolution and very
high temporal resolution.
C. Development of the Optical Configuration
Prior to the adoption of the final configuration, layouts were de-
veloped for three other candidate configurations. The first was based on a
single-level platform which supported all optical components arranged gen-
erally in a straight line along the center line of the aircraft. The second
configuration placed the equipment on three levels with the laser and trans-
nlitting optics on the first level, the receiver telescope at the second level
and the spectrometer and bathymetry detection assenablies on the third.
The third configuration was L-shaped with the transmitter components
nlounted to a platform on the floor of the aircraft, and the ,'eceiver com-
ponents arranged vertically at the end of the platforn_. After careful evalua-
tion and rejection of these approaches, the present concept was devetc.ped
which rectified the shortcomings of the other approaches. In essence, the
adopted configuration has the following advantages:
a) q'he con_ponents are grouped in a n_ore compact arrange-
ment which makes }etter utilization of aircraft space.
Adequate aisle space is provided, and restriction of ac-
cess to the adjacent electronics rack area is minimized.
Also, the compact package can be reasonably handled by
existing support equipment during installation and removal.
b) The laser transmitter is located in an open area on the
top of the configuration in order to provide naaximum ac-
cessibility and flexibility for interfacing new lasers with
the system at a future date.
c) Optimum weight and stiffness are better achieved |ecause
of the ,'educed length of support n_embers.
Description of the Optical System Concept1.2
The AOL optical systent concept is depicted schematically in Fig.
(dwg 407-720). A brief description of the function of each of the major
elements in thc optical system is prescntcd below.
-12-
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A. Laser Transmitter
The choice of laser depends on the application. For bathymetry,
three options presently exist:
l) A frequency doubled Q-switched neodymium YAG laser
at 53Z0 _.
2} A pulsed neon laser at 5401 _.
3) A nitrogen pumped flowing dye laser at 5400 _.
For fluorosensing, the only suitable candidate is a nitrogen'ase • at 3371 _,
used either independently or in conjunction with dye modules for transmitter
wavelength va riability.
Thus, this system _vi),ibe designed to allow laser interchangeability
in the position shown.
B. Laser Power and Synch Pulse Monitor
A small, fast {one nanosecond rise time) silicon diode detector will
be required to monitor laser intensity and also to provide the transmit sig-
nal as a trigger signal for other cornponents. It will require a fixed filter
to ensure that the signal level is within the linear range of the detector.
While it is shown at the rear of the laser, which is a useful location for
those lasers having multiple outputs, with some transmitters, it may have
to be mounted opposite a l:earn splitter which taps oft"a portion of the laser
output if no other suitable location is available.
C. Filter 1
The purpose of this fitter is to prevent any fluorescence gene rated
inside the laser (dye module} discharge from reaching the receiver. It
therefore will be a narrow pass filter which passes only the laser wave-
length.
D. Polarize r (a)
[n the event that the laser is not sufficiently polarized and polariza-
tion _s a requirement of the experiment, a polarizer will t:e required in
this location to provide the correc( polarization.
b'. Adjustable Beam Ex_pa_nder/Diverge_"
The purpose of the adjustable beam expander is to convert the laser
bcatl_ _,_¢-) a beam with the correct divergence and, also, to foctls the laser
on the water in order to correct for altitude. It will therefore have a pro-
vision for n_anual operation since the aircraft altitude can vary dtiring a
mission. -14-
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F. T r_nsmitter Folding Flat
This diagonal mirror directs the laser beam vertically through a
hole in the receiver folding flat down to the scanning optics. Adjustments
will be provided on the mirror mount so that the laser beam can be aligned
with the receiver.
G. Receiver Folding Flat
This diagonal mirror deflects the return beam from the scanning
optics into the receiver. The center hole in the mirror allows the outgoing
laser beam to travel outward along the axis of _he receiver and at the sa.,ne
time. forms a center ohscuration in the receivir_g aperture that coincides
with the obscurationproduced by the telescope secondary mirror. The
mirror will Le aluminized and overcoated for broad-band coverage. Adjust-
ments will be provided so that the receiver axis can be aligned to a vertical
reference.
H. Scanner Folding Flat
This is a fixed diagonal mirror which performs the dual function of
directing the outgoing laser beam to the scanning mirror and directing the
return beam from the scanning mirror to the receiver.
_. Scanning Mirror
This is a Lightweight circular mirror which will rotate about an axis
which is approximately45 ° from the vertical. When the mirror is adjusted
so that its instantav.eous FOV is at a small angle from the rotation axis, the
incident '.-am is caused to scan in a pattern about the vertical axis. Both
the outgoing laser bearr_ and the return beams are simultaneously caused to
scan while their alignment is maintained.
J. Receiver Telescope
For maximum sensitivity, the collecting aperture of the telescope
will Le slightly larger than the largest aperture available in the airc raft
floor. The primary and secondary mirrors will be aluminized and over-
coated for _road-band coverage. Baffles tubes are to I:e provided on the
secondary mirror O. D. and at the hole in the prinnary mirror to minimize
scattered light in the |-eceiver.
-15-
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K. Field Stop
The telescope will be provided with a remotely-operated field stop
whose size can be varied depending on operating configuration and aircraft
altitude. The field stop simultaneously acts as the entrance slit for the
spect romete r.
L. Folding F..lat
A 45 ° mirror will be located directly after the field stop to deflect
the light 90 ° toward the collimating optics.
M. Polarizer (b)
This polarizer serves as the analyzer for the returning beam in
those measurements where it is desirable to look at a particular polariza-
tion. The polarizer will have the capability to be rotated 90 ° by a manual
control.
IN. Collimating Lens
The diverging light from the field stop is collimated by this lens be-
fore entering the spectrometer and bathymetry modules.
O. Flip Mirror
The purpose of this mirror wilt be to direct the collimated light frcrn
the receiver to the spectrometer. When the mirror is removed, the colli-
mated light will _e transmitted directly to the bathymetry module. The
mirror will have a small opening so that when it is in position for use with
the spectrometer, a small portion of the return signal will also pass
th_o,_gh the hole to the bathymetry detector which wilt serve as a surface
return detector during both bathymetry and fluorosensing.
P. Filter Z
This filter will be a narrow band interference filter which passes
only those wavelengths to be detected by the bathymetry photomultiplier.
For both hathymetry and fluorosensing, these would correspond to the laser
wavelength.
Q. Bathymetry Lens
This lens brings the collimated light to the proper diameter to fit
the PM tube face.
q
°
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R. Filter 4
This is a neutral density filter whose purpose is to ensure hat the
photomultiplier tube is always operated in its linear range, even when the
signal levels are high. Accordingly, manually interchangeable filters will
be required.
S. Photornultiplie r Tube
Since the primary purpose of this PM is for hathymetrv, the tube
should have the highest sensitivity and speed obtainable. The output of the
PM will be suitably gated, digitized and multiplexed for digital processing.
It will also be available for display purposes.
T. Spectrometer Grating and Lens
The spectrometer optics will include a transmission grating for dis-
persing the tight and a lens to form an image of the spectlum. The concept
is to provide the required resolution and high efficiency over the broad
spectral range required in the fluorosensing application.
U. Filter 3
A filter, placed near the focal plane of the spectrometer, will be re-
quired for the purpose of blocking the second order blu spectrum which
would otherwise overlap the first order spectrum,
V. Multi-Channel Detector
The output of the spectrometer will be fed to forty detector
channels. (l } Each channel will include a small, end-on, photornultiplier
tube. The feed will l_e by means of light guides from the spectrometer to
each photomultiplier. If possible, the PM photocathodes will te selected
ira such a way as to optimize the quantum efficiency for the wavelength of
the channel in which that particular I_IM is ['eing used. This may t e done
in rnaAor groups. The PM's will be mounted together in a cor.apact volunae
and, :f possible, operated from a common power supply with electrical
isolation between the photomultipliers. The output of each Pb¢1 will then l e
suitably gated, digitized and multiplexed for digital processing,
(l)Forty channels were selected t;y the Design "feam o-,er tt_,. spectr_maeter
spectral range (3500-8000 _} to optimize the _ltilization c_f the data ac-
quisition electronics _:etween the l,athymetry and fluorosensint:3?ortions
of the system. Each channel would therefore encompass $_00' _/40
-17.-
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W. Footprint Camera
A wide field-of-view, slow framing rate camera will be required.
located in a separate aircraft viewing port, to provide ground truth data.
Its shutter will be suitably synched to provide a timing correlation with
the transmitted laser pulse(s).
X. Optical Platform
The optical platform will be a two-tiered structure which supports
transmitter elements on the top level and receiver elements on the lower
level. The stiffness of the structure will maintain the alignment of the
transmitter to the receiver. The optical platform will attach to the floor
of the aircraft, over an existing access hatch, so that the optical path can
pass through the hatch to the scanning optics beneath the floor• The scan-
ning asse_nbly will be rigidly attached to the optical platform by means of
stand-offs which pass through the floor so that alignment will be maintained
between the scanning optics and the transmitter/receiver assembly.
2.0 ELECTRONIC SYSTEM CONCEPT
Once the basic AOL measurement and performance requirements
were established, emphasis was placed on the development of an electronic
system conceptual block diagram, which could be supported by off-the-
shelf equipment to satisfy the system's data gathering and all other support
requirements (timing, control, gating, housekeeping, processing status and
performance verification displays, recording, etc,}. The requirements
for each of the aforementioned areas were investigated separately and then
common items were merged to reflect a system flexible enough to satisfy
the basic requirements for both bathymetryand fluorosensing.
Z• I Concept Development
Z.l.l Bath ymetry
The AOL l:athymetry application was determined to require a 400 pps
laser transmitter and a receiver detection assembly and acquisition elec-
tronics which could temporally resolve surface and bot*.om returns to a
resolution of 2.5 nsec. To meet the system measurement and performance
goals, the detector for this application requires fast response, high gain
and optimum quantum efficiency in the 540 nm spectral region. Once the
optical signal has been transformed to its electrical analog, a method must
-18-
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be provided to capture the temporal waveform and convert it into a form
suitable for recording. With these basic requirements in mind, a survey
was conducted to select the key system items, e.g., a photomultiplier de-
tector and the data acquisition electronics, having the appropriate charac-
teristics for the application. (The results of the photomultiplier survey
will be detailed in the Preliminary Design Section of thi3 report due to the
critical requirements for this item in the performance of the system. )
With regard to the data acquisition electro_ics, the first unit con-
sidered was the Lecroy WD2000 Waveform Digitizer which could sample
and resolve phenomena of nanosecond dr, ration and provide a computer
compatible digital output. One limitation which would dictate the use of at
least two of these expensive units in the system was that each is only capa-
ble of storing 30 discrete samples, and to meet the measurement depth
and resolution requirements, approximately 40 discrete samples would
be necessary. A 3iomation 8100 unit solves the problem of insufficient
samples, providing 2000 bins, but the maximum sample time resolution is
10 nsec which is far too coarse for the application. Two other possibilities
using a modular CAMAC instrumentation approach were then considered.
Lecroy Research Systems manufactures a Model 2249A. 12-channel A/D
converter which will soon be available in a separate gate version (Model
2249SG) that can be sequenced at intervals of less than 10 nsec. No quanti-
tative information could be obtained from the vendor as to the minimum
gate which could be reliably guaranteed, but his estimate of the latter was
of the order of 5 nsec. A similar unit, having less channels, is manufac-
tured by EGG/OKTIEC (the QD 410 Charge Digitizer} which provides 4 chan-
nels per module with 10-bit resolution at gate widths specified at < S nsec.
The vendor agreed to run differential linearity tests using a 2. 5 nsec gate
width, with channels 50 to 300 and found that the differential nonlinearity
could he held to + 290. This item was determined to be the only unit avail-
able to date which could reasonably provide the high-speed, single-event
waveform recording necessary for !athymetry data acquisition. Further
characteristics of this unit will be presented in subsequent sections of this
report.
-19-
2.1.2 Fluorosensing
The AOL ftuorosensing application requires a light dispersing re-
ceiver detection assembly to accept the laser induced fluorescent returns
from the water surface at up to a 100 pps repetition rate over a bandwidth
from 350 nm to 800 rim. Since fluorescent lifetimes have been predicted
to be in the order of from 8 to 50 nsec (see Table II), it is necessary that
a variable means be provided to gate return signals to match these pre-
dicted lifetimes for best signal-to-noise performance. The most critical
parameters for any potential detector assembly are:
a) Fast response time (within several nanoseconds).
b) Simultaneous, multi-channel data recording capability.
c) Fast data readout (within several hundred microseconds).
d) Tolerance to relatively high average input photon flux
rates (ambient daylight).
e) Photon-noise-limited performance (since only a very
small number of signal photons may be received in some
channels during a measurement period}.
f} Wide dynamic range {because the total number of signal
photons received during a meagurement period may vary
by 10 3 from channel to channel).
A number of electro-optical sensors have been evaluated against
these criteria. One, designed about an image dissector, or a commercially
available "Optical Multi-Channel Analyzer", might seem to be a logical
choice for this applicatioh. Basically, however, conventional image tubes
would only marginally suffice because of their slow (in this context, at
least} response time and data rate handling capability. No doubt a custorr,-
made unit could be designed and fabricated (i.e.. such as the devices de-
scribed in Refs. 4 and 5), but the time and cost involved wou!d be prohibitive.
In any case, itwould be a poor match of sensor to mission, since for this
application only forty resolution cells are required, and image tubes usually
possess 10 s or more pixels.
Photodiodes are small, inexpensive, have high quantum efficiency
and possess very fast response times• However, at the lowest photon
levels under consideration in this case, even the "avalanche" types of
-20 -
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pho_.odiodes fail to have et.ough internal gain to produce a charge pulse
-15
(10 coulombs or greater} detectable with present state-of-the-art
charRe-sensing preamplifiers. Digicons and image intensifier combina-
tions were also investigated but were found to have relatively slow response
and gate lag problems not easily overcome and would require considerable
development effort. After surveying all of the most recently developed
sensors that could conceivably satisfy this application, a more conventional
approach seemed to be the most feasible. This consists of a matrix of in-
dividual photomultiplier tubes, fiber-optlcally coui.led to a common spec-
trometer focal plane. Such an approach has a number of apparent advan-
tages: it employs the well-established technology of PMs; each PhA photo-
cathode can be chosen for maximum quantum efficiency in the particular
portion of the spect:um it must cover; individual PMs can be easily replaced;
they can be gated in a variety of ways; have nanosecond response tLme, high
gain, large dynamic z-ange and easily processed output signal levels.(6)
2.2 Description of the Electronic System Concept
The final system concept arrived at as a result of the preceding in-
vestigations and tradeoffs related to each application will now be described
along with the data and system support requirements and interfaces. The
AOL electronics system will be comprised of two main sections, the control
and data acquisition subsystem and the signal processing subsystem. The
block diagram shown in Fig. 2 (dwg 407Z14) depicts the interrelation-
ship between units and the general signat flow. Each section is described
below including the major functions associated with each module or unit
within a subsystem.
2.2. 1 Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem
The primary purpose of the control and data acquisition subsystem
is: (l} to generate and distribute all necessary signals and synchronize the
transmission and reception of system data; and (2) to properly ,'cceive and
acquire t oth hathymetry and fiuorosensing signals. In (_rder to satisfy
these _'equirements, a combination of Nuclear, CAMAC and ME(;I, io_i_
units have I_een chosen and configured as shown in Fig, 2. The major func-
tions performed hy the control and data acquisition subsystem are: (l) to
determine the aircraft altitude accurately and in a time frame consistent
I
i
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with experiment requirements; (2) to acquire and digitize both bathymetry
and fluorosensing l'eturn signals; and (3) to control, gate and synchronize
the control and data acquisition subsystems properly in the various modes.
A. Altitude Intervalometer
The combination of blocks shown in Fig. 2 will provide the means
necessary to actually determine aircraft altitude on per-pulse basis. The
altitude delay generator will provide the mechanism for delaying the start
of the time digitizer, consistent with aircraft altitude. In other words, the
nominal laser transmit and return time will be programmed by the delay
generator such that its output will occur two to three meters prior to the
actual surface rett_rn. This output will then start the time digitizer to ac-
curately determine the number of nanoseconds which have elapsed before
reception of the surface return signal. By knowing the program delay set
into the altitude delay generator and adding the time digitizer output, the
total round-trip time of the laser and therefore aircraft altitude can I,e de-
termined. An iterative sample averaging and updating technique within the
computer will 1,,e used to continuously program the delay generator to com-
pensate for aircraft altitude and sea state variations. The altitude inter-
valometer will be implemented using a transmit synch detector, a hu,ffer
anaplifier, threshold discriminator, a detector delay generator, a time
digitizer, a surface return detector and a set of buffer amplifiers and
threshold discriminators, as shown in Fig. 2.
[-3. Data Acquisition
For bathyrnetry, the output of the bathymetry photomultiplier will I,e
distributed intn a 40-channel fan fold buffer and. through an appropriate
patching interface, will be presented to the input of the charge digitizers.
Ihc fltmrosensing path interfaces the 40 individual detectors to the charge
dit_itizer through the buffer amplifiers. This will allow the _mttmts _f each
detector to be processed simultaneously.
The gate module shown in the figure p-'ovideb the logic to sequentially
gait, (IJathymetryl each of the charge digitizers or parallel gate (fhtoroseT,s-
ing_ all of the _harge digitizers sinmltaneously. This unit will be imple-
mentrd using a combination of MI-:CI_ III and MECI, 10.000 logic devicr,_.
Fc, r t athymetry, sequential gatin_ separated ly -2. 5 nset can l e achieved
-2_-
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and for fluorosensing, a I0 to 50 nsec variable width gate will _e generated
consistent with experiment ape rture requirements.
C. Control/Gating and Synchronizing Unit
The control/gating and synchronizing unit will be implemented using
MIECL logic to properly interface with the items shown, for the purpose of
"fast" {nanosecond) unit synchronization.
2.2. Z Signal Processing Subsystem
The signal processing subsystem portion of Fig. 2 indicates tl_e
various units that are necessary to implement and support an application of
this type. The CPU will include a!l of the interfaces to accept signal data.
housekeeping, mode control, aircraft attitude, real-time-of-day and en-
coded scan signals for real-time processing, and provide format control to
subsequently :-ecord all pertinent information.
The keyboard will furnish the means to make mode control changes.
A stat_s display will be provided to indicate the current status and settings
of critical system functions. The graphics display unit, via appropriate
programming, will display data graphically for performance verification
purposes. It will also le used as a real-time means of plottin_ spectral or
time history information. _\ magnetic tape transport is included to record
all required experiment and housekeeping data for subsequent processin_
and data reduction. The disc unit will store application and diagnostic pro-
grams as well as raw data during real-time data acquisition. Data editing
of extraneous (noise) information will le accomplished l-etween data _ather-
ing intervals as the data is transferred from the disc to magnetic tape.
"rhe power control and distribution unit will provide the power ,riter-
face to the aircraft. This unit will include appropriate filterinla, power pro-
tection and power status indicators.
2.2. 5 System Timing Diagram
A system timing diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Once the system start
command has been issued, synchronization c)f all subsystems, CAMAC or
CAMAC-related item_ ,viii I)e controlled within _he control _zale and syn-
chronizing unit. A stable oscillator with an incremental countdown clock
will I)e used to set the pulse repetition rate of the laser (40_ pps for bathy-
melry. 1(10 pps f,)r fluorosensing, and possibly a few binary rvlated ,'alesl
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The main synchronization of all high-time resolution elements will com-
mence at the instant laser light exits from the transmitter as detected by
the transmit sync detector. This signal will start the altitude intervalo-
meter delay generator which will I e programmed on a per-pulse basis to
time out approximately 50 nsec prior to receiving a surface return. Ap-
propriate fixed delays will _e incorporated to initir, lize the gate module
triggering in either mode approximately 5 nsec I_efore detection of the sur-
face return. The gate ,,viii then produce the pulse sequences shown on the
inserts in Fig. 3. The surface return signal will stop the time digitizer to
complete the altitude intervalometer cycle. After the time digitizer and
charge digitizers have completed their A/D conversions, a data-ready sig-
nal will interrupt the computer to transfer this information. A transfer-
complete signal will then be issued from the I/O controller to reset all data
registers and then wait for the next cycle.
'!
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SECTION IV
PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
1. 0 INTRODUCTION
This section contains calculations related to bathymetry and fluoro-
sensing radiometric system performance, eye safety, horizontal measurement
accuracy in the bathymetric mode and scan pattern characteristics for the
chosen scanning approach.
2.0 RADIOMETRIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
2. 1 Optical Efficiency
An essential element in the calculation of the various system per-
formance parameters is the optical efficiency of the various system
components. TableVI presents a summary of the estimated component
efficiencies, using the optical system concept discussed in Section III and
considering the specifications defined in Section V of this report. These
efficiencies will be used in all subsequent calculations.
2. 2 Signal-To-Noise, .Bathym. etric Mode
The calculation of radiometric signal return from the ocean floor
in tile bathymetric mode is determined from Eq. (1).
\vh(, I'1'
p
rB
}* =
t
It --
-2alh -2yd
Pt R (1 -p) e e A Tc SB
P -- (1)
r B _ Z
d
7r(h +--) n
n
Received power at photomultiplier,
transnlitter pow'er (30 kW)
bottom r(,fh, ctivity (1 _,; )
Bathymet tic n_o¢ic
[) : s,lrface refh, ctivity (2%)
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TABLE VI
AOL OPTICAL EFFICIENCIES
-!
o_
No. of Efficiency Subtotal
Surfaces
I. t3athymetric Mode
Total
! !
A,
}',.
Transmitter
Dielectric coated mirrors
Aluminum coated mirrors
,
2.
3. Polarizer
4. Beam expander, coated
optic s
Transmitter efficiency -rTB
Rrceiver
1. Aluminum coated mirrors
2. Lens surfaces
3. Interference filter
4. Polarizer
Receiver efficiency TRB
Total system efficiency rSB
2 .98 .96
3 .88 .68
1 .35 .35
4 .98 .92
6 .88 .46
4 .98 .92
1 .40 .40
1 .35 .35
.211
•060
• 01 27
Q •
°
. ,
7_
• t
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TABLE VI (continued )
No. of Efficiency Subtotal Total
Surfaces
II. Fluorosensing Mode
A. Transmitter
I. Dielectric coated mirrors
2. Aluminum coated mirrors
Transmitter efficiency TTF
B. Receiver
2 .98 .96
3 .88 .68
l °
2.
3.
4.
Receiver efficiency
Total system efficiency
Aluminum coated mirrors
Lens surfaces
Lightpipe efficiency
Grating efficiency (typical)
TRF
7SF
7 .88 .41
4 .98 .92
1 .80 .80
1 .6O .6O
.65
i .18
.I18
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0al =
_' =
A =
C
TSB =
h =
atmospheric transmission at 5400 _ (0. 12/kin)
effective attenuation coefficient of seawater - (0. 2/m)
area of collector (0. 073 m 2)
system efficiency: bathymetric mode (1. 27%)
A/C altitude (609 m)
= water depth (10 m)
= index of refraction of seawater (1. 33)
Introducing the above values, we obtain a receiver power P B'
-8 ' r
of 3.06 x 10 W. Some of the assumptions which go into Eq. (1) are as
follows: the appearance of the index of refraction in the denominator accounts
for the bending of the up-welling radiation as it passes through the v_ater-air
interface. A 30 kW transmitter power was selected (1) in order to arrive at
a conservative estimate of the signal return. The atmospheric transmission
was obtained from Reference 7 and the seawater attenuation coefficient _l was
obtained from Reference 8 as being cvmparable to an a = 1.0 per meter.
The bottom reflectivity of 15% was chosen as a typical value.
Eqtlation (Z) provxdes an estimate of the background noise power,
PNB' which arrives at the receiver due to the up-welling radiation from
the ocean during full sunlit illumination.
whe re
I
S
A
.q
_h
B
A -alh
PNB = I A A_ts s B TRB e
n
background spectral radiance {10 W/m 2 -t_-ster)
surface area of seawater which falls within the field-
of-view of the receiver (48 m 2 for a l_ ii_i[lir,,dian
receiver field-of-view at 609 meters altitude)
receiver bandwidth (4 x 10 -4 /l)
(2)
l'Fhe Avco C950 N 2 pumped dye laser, operating at 5400 /_, was assumed
in arrivin_ at the transmitter power.
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T RB = receiver optical efficiency (6. 0'I',,)
For the purpose of thi_ calculation, we hav_, assum_.(t tht, l'ett'ivt'l-
spectral bandwidth of 4 _ will be provi,'ted by the batl:ynmlry interference
filter and we have selected a receiver field-of-view of 13 mr. This value
is arrived at by extrapolating the results of Kim 8 to obtain an estimate
of the value which will optimize the signal-to-noise with a 3 n_r transmitter
_Q
beam dixergence. This yields a value of PNB of 2. 2 x 10 W. When this
recei\'e(t pow'er is converted tophotons, it yields 15 photons in a 2. % nsec
gate. The signal power PrB corresponds to 209 photens in the same ,,,ate
interval. If we assume a photomultiplier quantum efficiency of 10'%, then
the number of signal photoelectrons, CS = Zl and the number of background
= 1. 5. For m pulses, the signal-to-noise ratio, is givenphotoelectrons, ct _
by
T hl.t s,
S _'-CS (3)
N + zeB
for a single pulse, the S/N in the bathgmetry mode is 4. 3 for con-
ditions chosen.
2. % Signal-To-Noise, F!uorosensing Mode
t;;quation 14) is a calculation of the pow,.r rettlrned t(, each channe!.
t)t the spectrornetet" when the system is operated in the f't'orosen_ing ,_o(1(,.
-(a 1 _ a2) ll'
Pt qf -_ e A 7
p = c SF
rF _ (4',
(h')_
\v}_erc
t!, --"
L)-4 - - IfIt_or(.scence conversion cfficicncy (l It 1-ster
)
= spectronmter channel bandwidth (l.-1 x 10-' tl)
I t ) --: a!mospheric tr_,.nsrnission at {{71 O. _2 l,nl)
rSt.- system efficiency, fluorosensinc _,_od,. 11. S";,;
}1 = aircvafl altil_lde, f[uoroscnsin_ n_orh, (lqZ m)
[n t};,. fluor,,s(.nsin_ m()(h', the (_pcratint: ,_ltitu(le is a.';sumed Io })t" l%" m,.l,.,'s,
the d(,wnw/tr(l tr,_tnsr_ission (,,.curs in the UV and the upwa'rd transl_issi,,n
__Z_ 2127 1................ " •
at a typical wavelength in the visible. This yields a value of PrF of 1. 5 x
10-8 W for a transmitter power/pulse of 30 kW. If we assume a laser pulse
width of 5 nsec and convert to photons, then this corresponds to 20Z photons/
pulse.
An estimate of the background noise energy in each channel of the
receiver in the fluorosensing mode, ENF, is given by Eq. (5).
-alh'
I A' t &_t e A r
s s g c RF
ENF - Z (5)
h'
where
!
A
S
t
g
TRF
surface area of seawater whicL falls within receiver
field-of-view (0. 16 m 2 for a 3 milliradian receiver
field-of-view at 1 52 m altitude)
receiver gate (15 nsec)
receiver efficiency, fluorosensing mode (18%)
where we have assumed a receiver gate of 15 nsec as a typical fluorescent
decay lifetime for materials which may be of interest for remote sensing.
Also we have assumed an As corresponding to a 3 mr field-of-view. This
10 -16yields a value of 1.9 x joules/channel, which when converted to
photons is 524 photons/channel.
We can now ask the question as to how many pulses must we integrate
to obtain a signal to noise of 10. Again, using a photomultiplier quantum
efficiency of 10% and Eq. (3), we obtain a value for the number of pulses,
m, of 31. At a repetition rate of 100 pulses per second, this is less than
1/3 second and corresponds to a distance covered over the ground of 25
meters for an aircraft velocity of 80 meters per second (150 ktc).
Z.4 Altitude Intervalc, meter Performance
2.4. 1 Fluorosensing Mode
Equation (6) is a calct*lation of the power returned to the receiver
when the bathymetric photomultiplier is being used as an altitude inter-
valomcter in the fluorosensing mode.
i
;i
• i
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Pt Ps e AcT TF 7'RB a
p = m (6)
s Z_rh'2
where
m
s
p =
S
rRB
a =
m
received power at photomultiplier from ,rater surface
diffuse scattering coefficient of the sea surface (0.25%)
TRB, without polarizer (17%)
% of return beam thru aperture in the two position flip
mirror (1%)
This yields a value of 4. 1 x 10 -8 W for the signal returned. Ps is an
estimate of the scattering coefficients of the surface of seawater for incident
radiation into 2 Ir steradians and a is the fraction of the beam passed
m
through a small aperture in the flip mirror which permits some of the energy
of the main beam to arrive at the bathymetric photomultiplier when the system
is in the fluorosensing mode.
Equation (7) is a calculation of the background noise power returned
to the receiver under the same conditions as above.
-_ h'
! !
I A e s Ac_A. f am TR B
s s (7)
Pb - h' 2
where
Pb
f
received daylight background power, bathymetry
fluorosensing mode, bathymetric photomultiplier
interference filter passband (. OZ//)
Wehave assumed a surface area corresponding to a 3 milliradian field-of-
view and a spectral filter with 200 _ bandwidth. This yields a value of
background of 1.6 x 10-10 W which is clearly negligible compared to the
signal power.
2.4. ? Bathymetric Mode
1,1:he bathymetry mode, the first surface return is used as a signal
both for the altitude intervalometer, and the actual bathymetric measurement.
.o
48
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To estimate the strength of the first surface return, we use Eq. (8).
-2a I h
Pt Ps e A c Z SB
P =
s 27rh 2
(8)
-8
This yields a signal power of Z. 9 x I0 W. This is a conservative lower
limit since we assumed a very low value of Ps"
The background calculation in this case comes from Eq. (9).
-alh
Is As e AcA)t B TRB
Pb = h 2 (9)
-9
In this case, this yields a background power of Z x 10 W.
signal power is substantially above the background power.
Again the
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2. 5 Eye-Safety Considerations
An eye safety calculation was performed for AOL operation in the
flurosensing mode from an altitude of 152 meters with a beam spread of
3 milliradians assuming a 150 microjoule transmitter with a wavelength
between 4000 g and 7000 _. This yields an energy on the surface of
x 10 -8 joules/cm _. The ANSI eye-safe limit for a system with these
parameters and operating at 100 pps permits 5 x 10 -8 joules/cm 2 energy
to fall on the cornea of an eye with a pupil diameter of 7 ram. Therefore,
this operating condition meets the unaided eye requirernents for eye-safety.
When a transmitter having power in excess of the latter is used with the
system, beam expansion will be a requirement.
2.6 Ilorizontal Absolute Position Measurement Error - Bathymetry
Mode
An estimate was made of the absolute horizontal measurement
accuracy in the bathymetric mode. When flying at an altitude of 609 meters,
the absolute position errol E R is given by Eq. (10).
* i
6
f
Ap2 Af z ] 1/2E R = + ya 2 + A 2 + E 2 + Ed 2 + O 2 + (10}a s p
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where
A
P
_a
A
a
E =
s
E d =
O =
P
A/C absolute position uncertainty = 3.3 m (using Cubic
autotape system)
A/C attitude uncertainty using the LTN-SI (troll -= pitch
C = 0.20 °) : 2. I2 m for each axis
yaw
A/C altitude uncertainty _ 0
scan encoder readout uncertainty = 5.6 ° -- l m at 509 m
scan encoder digitization error = 0.02 ° = 0. Z m at 609 m
optical platform component alignment error and platform
misalignment with datum (0. 18 m in each of two elements,
and 0. 212 m in a third)
Af = optical axis misalignment from datum due to A/C flexure
This yields a value of E R = 25.5 + Therefore, in the absence of
A/C flexure between tile LTN- 51 INS piatfcrm and the AOL optical platform,
the estimated absolute horizontal measurement'accuracy in the bathymetry
mode of operation is about 5 meters.
2. 7 Scanning Considerations
2. 7. 1 Laser Pulse Repetition Rate
Tile operational parameters of an aircraft speed and altitude,
pernait it to address a certain area of the earth's surface per unit time.
If we divide that area into resolution elements, we obtain the conditions on
scan angle and laser pulse repetition frequency (PRF) for syrtametrical
grt,und covcra ut,. Referring to Fig. 4, let
1
il
O =
width on the earth's surface of tht- area addressed during
scanning
aircraft altitude
scanning hal_ angle
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speed of aircraft
time interval considered
Then W = 2A tan o.
if E is the total area addressed by the aircraft per unit time, then
E = 2HS tan (7.
If we divide E by the laser pulse repetition frequency, R, we obtain the
mean surface area addressed by each laser pulse, D, where
2HS tan
D = R
(Note that I/D is the density of pulses per unit area. ) If we require D
to be no larger than a certain value, this establishes a minimum value for
R which will cover the addressed area. If we select
D = 20 m 2 (215 ft")
S = 70 m/see (250 ft/sec)
Then the minimum !aser pulse repetition rate, R, required for one data point
2
in 20 m is as shown in Table VII, from which we conclude that with an operat-
in_z altitude of 609 m (2000 ft.), a ¢6 m/see (150 kt) aircraft and a PRF of
400, a scan angle of 5 tJ is the largest angle that can be utilized to completely
cover thvrequired resolution cell. ttowever, since one use for the AOL
is to evaluate large scan angles, provision for angles up to 15 ° will be in-
cluded.
2. 7.2 t_roperties _f Circular Scans
I| we let a scanner rotation rate = f cycles per second = 2.rf radians/
sec, tht.n tht. ti,lae of rotation = l/f. Therefore, in one scanner rotati,_n,
the aircraft advances S/f and the time betm'een laser pulses = l/i_. In this
titlae, the scan nlovcs--_ (2rrf) , where
13 =
If we intt'rlace scans,
rSV, 2rrSH tan _
then 1) 1/2[ 2''Stt tan(r] rr= = (rectangular scan).
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TABLE VII
MINIMUM ".,aRFVS SCAN ANGLE AND AIRCRAFT ALTITUF/E
_O
I0 °
1 "5(_
152m
102
20f
312
423
304 m
Z04
410
624
846
456 rn
306
615
936
I 2"/0
609 m
4O8
82O
! 2.48
1693
i
'i
• °
• i
J
I
" I
i,
; t
f
-_,8-
i
T1
t,
Since tht, mean density of points is the same as the rectangular scan,
the density is reduced in the center by 2 ._nd increased at the edges to com-
pensate, therefore, it is seen that area coverage is independent of the rota-
tion rate of scanner.
7rWf
Scan Rectangularity - R
f trWf 2 2rrHtan o f2
R--fig-- RS
t-J
With interlaced scans,
rWf
rectangularity" - R
2f
"-S- = Z (rectangularity without
interlace).
°
! :
Jt_
• °
!.
° ,
o_
:t
#o
In 'Fabh, VIII is shown the ratio of scan pattern transverse motion to forward
motion (rectangularity) vs scanner rotation rate. with and without interlacing.
for an aircraft at a 609 m (Z000 ft) altitude, a scan angle of 5 °, a PRF of
400, and a velocity of 76 m/see (150 kts_
_Aith regarct to scan pattern interlace slrnametr Y and referring to
Fi_. 5, if th(, h)rward naotions of sequential scan passes is defim,d as
X = na (S"), where ta_ = integer, then rear scan passes are located at
sX = -_," +-2 _ n_-, where n = integer. However, we want the rear
S S W'
pass to be L_cated at X = m (S/F) ÷ I/2 S/f, which occ(Irs if n_-_ = n]=--
fW' S S
t_r (m - n) - S - integer = p, where f = p _, = pZA tan(T for a circular
scan. "Fal)te IX shows the conditions of f antl p for sy|'onaetrical forward
and r_.ar\_ard scan pattern rectangularity for an aircraft at 609 na (2000 ft),
havin,_ a 'elocity of 76 m/s (150 kts) with a 5° scan angle.
.'.7. ?, Pr(q)erties of a Rotating Scan Mirror
A. Analysis
In _,rder t,, calculate th,, path of a ray etnerging tron_ a r,_tating
scan rnirror, we start with a _:(,,_r(lin,_te system related It) th(. scanning
n_irr_r (s,.e l.'i_. _,). l he _'_, ax_s is th,, axis of rotation, tht. y ax_._ is in
lhv plan,' ,l_'l_n_'(l l)y tl't_, ,txts _)I r,)t,tt_,)n anti tht_ entering unit ra y "S"o,
A
and the, ". axn5 is nornaal tt_ this plane. _ is the ar_gle betwvcn ,/_" and the
/% /N o
l_,,siti_(. ' ,txi.'_. N is the n,,r_]ml to the. n_irror and 0. is th¢. angb: between
/N
N and lhi' ./_. ax_;. As the n_irror r¢)lales about _'_'., it rolales through an
A
angle 3¢. Whtrn _/ = 0, N is on the ticst qvacirant of the_'-_/. _)Innv.
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Fig. 5 Scan Pattern Interlace P
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TABLE VIII
SCAN PATTERN RECTANGULARITY VS SCANNER ROTATION RATE
f cps
Scan
Rectangularity
{no Interlace)
Scan
Rectangularity
{with Interlace_
1 .01
2 .04
4 .16
5 .25
6 .36
7 .49
10 1 .0
02
08
32
50
72
98
2 0
-41 -
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TABLE IX .o
SYMMETRICAL SCAN PATTERN RECTANGULARITY \'5
SCANNER ROTATION RATE
cps p
Scan
Rectanguiarity with
Interlace
.714 l
! .4; 2
01
04
_t
i,
2.14 ],
2.86 4
_._7 5
4. 2 _) 6
09
16
26
37
_8
-5.00 7
O
. o
k •
oo
_t
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When y-- 7r/Z, the x component of N is negative. This represents
a clockwise rotation when viewed facing in the same direction as the
A A
positive z axis. The emerging ray is S.
From the foregoing description
A A A
S = - sin B y - cos _ z
o
A A A A
N " - sin a sin yx + sin a cos yy + cos a z.
A A A A
normal to the mirror is (S o • N)N and the corn-The component of S O A ^ ^ A
ponent tangential to the mirror is S O - (S O • N)N. Upon reflection, the
normal component is reversed but the tangential component is not; there-
fore the emerging ray is
A A A A A
S = So - 2(50 -N)N
A A
S .N = - sin a sinBcos y - cos a cos B
o A
The components of S are
S = -Z sino sin _/[cos a cos _5 + sin a sin _ cos _/]
x
= -sin g a cos B siny- sin 2 a sinB sin 23/
S = - sin B + Z sin a cos_[cos a cos [3 + sin a sin [3 cos_]
Y Z Z
= - sin 8 + sin 2 a cos _ cosy + 2 sin a sin _} cos y
S = - cos _ ÷ 2 cosa [cos a cos _1 + sins sin 0 cos y]
z 2
= - cos _ ÷ Z cos a cos B + sin 2a sin B cos 3F
A A A
Next we transform to stationary aircraft co-,'rdinates x', y', z'
A "_
{see Fig. 7}. We assume that x' , the fore a'-._ aft axis of the aircraft is
A
parallel to the scanner coordinate x, and the aircraft vertical _' is at an
^
angle _5' to the scar.net coordinate z.
A
The components of S in aircraft coordinates are
S I = S
X X
S ' = S cos 8' + S sin l]'
Y 7 z
S ' = -S sin _' + S cos [3,
z y z
-44 -
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Fig. 7 Transformation /tom Scanner to Aircraft Coordinates
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Therefo re
S ' = - sin Z a cos _ sin ¥ - sin 2 a sin _ sinZy
X
Z Z
S ' = - sin _ cos 6' + sin 2a cos _ cos _' cos y + Zsin sin 6 cos [3' cos y
Y Z
cos _ sin B, + 2 cos a cos 6 sin B' + sin Z a sin B sin 6' cos
Z
= - sin (6' + _) + Z cos a cos _ sin [3' + s_n Z a cos (_-_') cos
Z Z
+ Z sin a sin 6 cos _, cos y
S !
z
Z Z
= sin f_sin _' sin 2 (Icos 6 sin 6' cos y - Z sin a sin _ sin 6' cos
Z
cos _ cos f_' + 2 cos a cos _ cos [3, + sin Z a sin 6 cos _t cos y
2
= - cos {_: + [3)+ 2 cos a cos _ cos _! ÷ sin Z a sin (_-_') cos y
2 7_
Z sin a sin [3sin _' cos "y
For the special case 6 = [3' = 7r/4
,i
Ll
Q
"i
: i
I [sin Z a sin y + sin z a sin Z y]S ! -
x
2 Z Z
S ' = - I + cos a ÷ sin Z a cos y + sin a cos ¥ = sin Z a cos "y
Y Z Z
- sin a sin y
2 Z Z
S ' = cos a-sin a cos
Z
A
The intersections of the ray S with the ground fz'om an aircraft with no
A
pitch or ro11, flying in the + x' direction with speed s and altitude h,
A
maintaining z' parallel to the vertical is
o .
. .
S t S '
=st+hs x •Vx, , , Vy, = h ;
Z Z
_t = Z_rft (11)
Vx, and Vy, are the coordinates of the intersection with the ground and f
is the rotation rate of the scanner, t is time.
For the special case 6' = [3 = _r/4, the equations reduce to
S ' S '
x _ -x/'Z- sin _{ ..Z_ - 2 cot a cos ¥ - sinZy
S ' cot a- cos y S ' cot z
Z
z z Q = COS "y
In the limit of small a
-46-
tan o sin _ = - ct sin_/
These are the equations of an ellipse with semi-major axis = 2a and semi-
Ivt_.nor a.xis = _ ct.
The interlace condition is similar to the circular scan case except
for f = p s/W' where
S !
=hr%
Z
For a moving aircraft we would like to include the pitch angle, 0
and roll angle _. To include _ replace _' by _' = _ where 0o' is theD O
angle between the scanner axis and the aircraft axis. To include 0 in the
small angle approximation, we use the transformation
S " =S ' cos 9 +S " sin0
K X Z
S "--S'
Y Y
S " = -S ' sin 0 + S ' cos 0
Z X Z
and replace S' by S" in the equations for Vx, and vy, (see Eq. (11)).
B. Catalog of Scanning Patterns
Using Eq. (ll), we have computed the scan pattern for a number
or" different changes in the parameters. Fig. 8 shows the pattern under
the reference conditions 609 m (Z000 ft) altitude, a speed of 76 m/sec
(150 kts), a scan-_ngle of 5 ° , a laser pulse repetition frequency of 400 pps
and a scanning mirror rotation rate of 5.06 cycles per second. This rotation
rate is arrived at from the condition for good interlace. Figure 9 shows
the same conditions except that now the scan angle is 10 ° and Fig. 10 is
for a scan angle of 15 °. Figure 11 is for the same conditions as in Fig. 8
except that the aircraft altitude has been decreased to i52 m (S00 ft).
Figure 12 is the pattern at an altitude of 152 m, except that the velocity
has bt,en increased to 126 m/see (250 kts), Figures 13 and 14 are plots
of the patterns for the same conditions as Fig. 8, except that the scanner
-47 -
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Fig. 8 Scanning Pattern for Conditions Shown
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Fig. II Scanning Pattern for Conditions Shown
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Fig. 13 Scanning Pattern for Conditions Shown
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rotation rate has been slowed to 3 cps and 1 cps, respectively. This set
of figures shows how the scanning pattern changes with changes in the
various paramete rs.
iI
SEC TION V
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This section presents the specifications for the design and fabri-
cation of the AOL. The reader is referred to other sections of this report,
principally Section VI, for the tradeoffs and analyses attendant to the
development of these specifications.
2. 0 OPTICAL (SENSING) SYSTEM
The specifications for the various components in the AOL optical
system (see Fig. I), are as follows:
2. I Transmitter
The components required in the transmitter subsystem are:
a) A laser with its ancillary units.
b) A linear polarizer which can be installed during bat_yrnetry
operation to improve the polarization of the laser beam.
c) A beam expander for controlling the divergence of the laser
beam.
d) A folding f_at to direct the laser beam into the scanner
assembly, with adjustments for aligning the beam to a datum.
1 Laser
characteristics of the laser required to satisfy the fluoro-
bathymetry requirements stated in Section II are as follows:
2.|.
The
sensing and
A. Bathymetry
Excitation Wavelength:
Excitation Bandwidth:
Pulse Repetition Rate:
Excitation Pulse Width:
Beam Divergence:
s4oo R
_> 400 pps
_< 4 nsec
_< 2 mr with 2 x beam expander
-57-
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Peak Power:
Fluorosensing Laser
Excitation Wavelength:
Excitation Bandwidth:
Pulse Repetition Rate:
Excitation Pulse Width:
Beam Divergence:
Peak Power:
The maximum available in a unit whose
dimensions and operating characteristics
are commensurate with the above
requirements and the space constraints
delineated in Section VI
3371 6600 _, variable with dye
1 _ at 3371 _, 7-10 _ with dye
_< 100 pps
__ 8 nsec
2 mr with 2 x beam expander
The maximum available in a unit whose
dimensions and operating characteristics
are commensurate with the above
requirements and the space constraints
delineated in Section VI
2. 1.2 Laser Mirrors
For use with a laser/dye module combination,
.-t re required of the following description:
two folding mirrors
Size:
Flatness:
Nor_inal Reflectivity:
Sub s t rate:
,kl ounting Provision:
2. 1. _ Polarizer
75 mmx 25 ram, minimum
l)t
98%, peaked for 3371 and 5400
Glass, 2.5 mm thick, minimum
Right-angle mount, with mirror located
on vertical leg, at a height of approxi-
mately 15 cm above the horizontal
surface
I he housing for the transmitting optics is to include provisions for
installln r, _ polarizer _hen needed, The unit is to be removable without
u!_setting the poirting axis of the transmitter. A linear polarizer is re-
,;uJrcd, h.ving good transmission at the 5400 _ wavelength used for bathym-
'ry. of the following description:
-58-
Size:
Nominal Transmission:
Mounting Provision:
Z. 1.4 Beam Expander
50 mm dia. minimum clear aperture
_ 35% at 5400 ,_
Holder attached to transmitting optics
housing
A beam expander is required to increase the beam size by 2 x. The
optics required are a negative input and a positive output lens. The focal
lengths and spacing are to be chosen to fitwithin the specified space alloca-
tion, and one element is required to be movable to permit ._..__nualadjust-
ment of the beam divergence.
Entrance Aperture:
Exit Aperture:
Divergence Adjustment
Range:
Lens Material:
Nominal T ran smis slon:
Its characteristics are:
5 0 ram, minimum
100 ram, minimum
1 to 20 mr
Fused silica, AR coated
Not less than 90_0 over the spectral
region of 3370 - 6600 ,_
2. i.5 Transmitting Folding Flat
A diagonal mirror is required to direct the laser beam downward
to the scanner. The mirror is to be of adequate size to accomodate the
I00 mm beam from the beam expander. Pointing adjustments are to be
included for aligning the transmitted beam to the axis of the receiver.
characteristics are:
Mirror Size:
Flatne ss:
Material:
R effectivity:
Mounting Provision:
Its
150 mm x 120 ram, minimum
iX
Glass or pyrex, aluminized and
overcoated
84% minimum at 3370
88% minimum at 5400 J_
86% minimum at 6700
The mirror surface is to be tilted
downward at 45 ° with adjustments
for varying the mirror attitude about
- 59-
two orthogonal axes parallel to the
mirror surface. The range of adjust-
ment is to be + 10 mr and the stability
of the adjustxnent + O. 1 nnr.
2.2 Receiver
2. 2. 1 Receiver Folding F_.at
A lightweight diagonal mirror is required to direct the incoming
light from the scanner into the receiver. The mirror must be of adequate
size to cover the entrance aperture of the telescope, with a center hole to
transmit the outgoing laser team. Pointing adjustments are required for
aligning the receiver axis to an external datum. Its characteristics are:
Mirror Size: 320 mm x 450 mm clear aperture
Center Hole: 115 mm alia. hole at 45 ° to the mirror
surface
Flatness: I I/2 k maximum power
1/2 )tirregularity
Material: Aluminum, electro-less nickel coated,
aluminized, and overcoated
Reflectivity: 84% minimum at 3500 J_
88% minimum at 5400
86% minimum at 8000 ,_
Scratch and Dig: 60 - 40
Mounting Provision: The mirror surface is to be tilted
downward at 45 ° with adjustments for
varying the mirror attitude about two
orthogonal axes parallel to the mirror
surface. The range of adjustment is
to be + 10 mr and the stability of the
adjustment + 0. I mr.
2.2.2 Telescope
The collector for the system shall be a cassegranian type telescope
with fixed focus having the following characteristics:
Entrance Aperture: 305 mm diameter
Focal Length: 1220 mm
-60-
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Relative Aperture:
Center Cbscuration:
Mirrors:
Image Quality:
Baffles:
f/4
120 mm
Glass or pyrex, aluminized and over-
coated for a minimum reflectivity of
84% at 3500 _, 88% at 5400 _, and
86 % at 8000
_0% of the light in the image of a point
source will fall within a diameter of
250 microns in the focal plane
Light from outside the telescope field-
of-view will be prevented from entering
the telescope aperture ,_.nd traveling
directly to the field stop. Baffles for
this purpose will be incrementally
adjustable for fields-of-view between
2 and Z0 mr.
2.2.3 field Stop
The receiver field-of-view will be limited by a rectangular field
stop with independently adjustable width and height settings. Remote con-
trols for this purpose are required.
Field-_f- View:
Aperture Size:
2.2.4 Polarizer
ItE characteristics are:
O-ZO mr, vertical and b_rizontal
0-25 ram, vertical and horizontal
A linear polarizer is required for controlling the transrr_ission of the
polarized bathymetry return beam.
Size:
?_ominal Transmission:
Mounting Provision:
Its characteristics are:
100 rnm diameter clear aperture
35% at 5400
Removable, and capable of being
rotated through 90 °
Z. 2. 5 Collimator Foldin_ w.at
A diagonal mirror is requixed _o fold the optical path towards the
detector assemblies so as to maintain a compact system configuration.
A cente] hule in the mirror is needed to provide an optical path for a
detector check lamp. Its characteristics are:
-61 -
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Mirror Size: 90 mm diameter clear aperture
Center Hole: 10 mm maximum diameter at 45 ° to
mirror surface
Flatness: I )k
Material: Glass or pyrex, aluminized and over-
coated for a minimum reflectivity of:
84% at 3500 _, 88% st 5400 _, and
86% at 8000
2.2. 6 Collimating Len_
A lens of the following description is required for collimating the
light which passes through the field stop. Its characteristics are:
Focal Length:
Effective Aperture:
Material:
Transmission:
2.2. 7 Flip Mirror
400 mrn
I00 mrn diameter, f/4
Fused silica, AR coated
Not less than 95% over the spectral
region of 3500 - 8000
A removable mirror is required which, when installed, will reflect
the collimated beam to the spectrometer and when removed, will allow the
collimated beam to pass directly to the bathymetr 7 detector. A small hole
in the mirror is required to allow a portion of the light to pass through
for surface return detection, Mirror characteristics are:
Mirror Size:
Center Hole:
Flatness:
Mate rial:
Mounting Provision:
190 mm x 120 mm minimum clear
aperture
10 mm maximum diameter at 45 ° to
mirror surface and offset from the
center obstruction
IA
Glass or pyrex, aluminized and over-
coated for a minimum reflecti:",ty of
84% at 3500 _, 88% at 5400 _, and
86% at 8000
Rpmovable, without affecting receiver
alignment
t
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2. 3 Bathzmetry and Surface Return Detection Assembly
For bathymetry, the components shown in Fig. I are all required
except the flip mirror. For fluorosensing, the same units are used for
providing surface return detection, except that a different spectral fitter
is required, and the effective aperture of the optical train is limited by
the size of the hole in the flip mirror.
2.3. 1 Bathymetry Filter
A narrow band spectral filter is required for use it. bathymetry.
The filter is replaceable so that the detector can also operate at a different
wavelength as a surface return detector. Its characteristics are:
Spectral Bandpass
(1/2 power):
C enter Wavelength:
Nominal Transmission at
Center Wavelength:
Size:
Mounting Provision:
2.3.2 Surface Return Filter
s40o
40% minimum
120 mm clear aperture
Slide mounted for ease of replacement
A relatively broad band spectral filter is required for use with the
bathymetry detector during fluorosensing. The center wavelength would
match that of the laser. The filter would be interchangeable with the
bathymetry filter. It characteristics are:
Spectral Bandpass
(1/2 power):
Center Wavelength:
Nominal Transmission:
Size:
Mounting Provision:
2. 3. 3 Bdth?-metry Lens
l ODD
Match to laser wavelength for the
pa rticula r expe rim ent
50% minimum
_20 mm clear aperture, maximum
Slide mounted for ease of replacement
A lens of the following description is required to converge the
collimated beam onto the face of the photomultip[ier detector:
Fo_ al Length: 200 mm
Effe_ tive Aperture: 100 mm diameter, f/2
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Material: Optical crown glass, AR coated
Transmission: 95% minimum at 5400
2.3.4 Neutral Density Filters
A selection of neutral density filters is required to ensure that the
photomultiplier is always operated in its linear range. The filters are to
be mounted in interchangeable holders with convenient access provided for
manual insertion and removal. Their characteristics are:
Density Values: 2 and 4
Size: 100 mm diameter clear aperture
2.3.5 Bathymetry and Surface Return Detector
A photomultiplier tube will be required for bathymetry and surface
return signal detection.
Quantum Efficiency
at 5400 _:
Gain:
Rise Time:
Dark Noise:
Maximum Anode Current:
Size:
Its characteristics are:
_> 7.6%
2.4 Fluorosensing Detection As
_> IxlO 6
2 nsec
_ I x I0 "7
O. I x I0 "3
5.08 cm dia.
(5.75 in. )
amp
amp avg.
(2 in.) x_< 14. 6 cm long
sembly
The elements required for fluorosensing are: a diffraction grating,
an imaging lens, a filter to block the second order spectrum, a light guide
array to transmit light from the spectral image to each of the multichannel
photomultiplier detectors, and the detectors themselves. The specifications
for these components are as follows:
2.4. l Spectrometer Grating
Type:
Ruled Spacing:
Blaze Wavelength:
Spectral Range:
Nominal Transmission:
Transmission
600 gr/mm
4800R
35oo - 8000
60% at blaze wavelength,
and 34% at 8000
30% at 3500 ,_.
H
"i
Q
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2.4.2 Spectrometer Lens
Focal Length:
Effective Aperture:
Material:
Transmission:
2.4. 3 Blocking Filter
400 rnrn
tO0 rnrn diameter, f/4
Fused silica, AR coated
Not; lees than 95a/0 over the spectral
region of 3506 - 8000
A small filter is required in front of the spectral image plane,
covering the spectral region of 6500- 8000 _. The filter will transmit
the 6500- 8000 _ region and block the second order spectrum of 4000
and below.
Type:
Nominal Transmission:
2.4.4 Light Guides
Colored g_ass, AR coated
95% rnin at 6500 - 8000 _, less than
0.01T0 at 4000 _ and below
An array of forty light guides is required to transmit the light from
the spectral image to the photornuDiplier detectors• Each light guide is to
have a face area of 2.7 rnrn x 7.2 rnrn. The light guides are to be bonded
together on the broad surfaces so that the final assembly covers an image
space of 112 rnrn x 7.2 turn. The unbonded ends of the light guides are to
fan out to a grid pattern of five horizontal rows of detectors with eight
detectors in each row. The end of each light guide is to be iitted with an
adapter to mate with the face of the PM tube. The nominal transmission
of the light guide is 60% at peak wavelength which includes a 30% end loss
and a 10% transmission loss. The area of the cladding material on each
guide is approximately 20% of the face area, which reduces the effective
width of each guide to 2. 3 rnrn.
2.4.5 Fluorosensing Multi-Channel Detectors
Forty photornultiplier tubes wilt be required for fluorescence signal
detection. Their characteristics are:
Quantum Efficiency
{3500 - 8000 ._):
Gain:
Rise Time:
Maximum possible over range
7xlO 5
3 nsec
Dark Neise:
Maximum Anode Current:
Size:
Z. 5 Scanning Assembly
<_ I x 10 -7 amp
-> 0. I x I0"3 amp avg.
<_ 1.9 cm dia. (0.75 in.) x I0 cm long
(4 in.)
The components required in the scanning assembly are: a fixed
folding flat, a rotating flat (scanP_ing mirror), its drive motor, and a plat-
form to support all of the components and to supply an interface with the
underside of the optical platform. The entire assembly is to be of light-
weight construction to facilitate installation and removal through the aircraft
cargo hatch.
The rotation axis of the scanning mirror is to be positioned at 45 ° as
shown in Fig. l, and the mirror surface is initiallyperpendicular to the
rotation axis so as to direct the laser beam into a vertical path. Provisions
are required for incrementally setting the mirror surface to various angles
so as to produce a selection of scanning angles up to 15° from the vertical.
The scanning rate is to be fixed at 5 rev/sec, and the rotational
position of the mirror is to be sensed to 14 bit encoder accuracy and re-
corded. The specifications for the mirrors are:
Size of Scanning Fiat: 560 mm diameter
Size of Fixed Flat: 480 x 330 mm
Flatness: I I/2 ;kmaximum power,
I/2 A. irregularity
Material: Aluminum, electro-less nickel coated,
aluminized, and overcoated
Reflectivity: 84% minimum at 3500 _, 88% minimum
at 5400 _, and 86% minimum at 8000
Scratch and Dig: 60 - 40
2.6 Optical Platform
An optical platform is required to provide a stable mounting surface
for all transmitter and receiver components including a suitab!c vurtace for
rigidly interfacing with the scanner assembly. The structure is to be of
lightweight construction to facilitate installation and removal, but of adequate
stiffness to maintain alignment between optical components. Isolators are to
*"--_ F'E:
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be provided between the platform and the aircraft floor interface. Ade-
quate strength will be provided in the structure and in the interconnections
with the various components to comply with the specified design loads.
Z. 7 Optical System Alignment
The primary requirements in aligning the optical syst em are:
below:
a)
b)
Alignment of the receiver components to a common optical axis
within the receiver
Alignment of the receiver axis to a vertical reference which
can be correlated with the inertial navigation system
Alignment of the transmitter to the receiver axis
specifications for meeting these requirements are discussed
2.7. 1 Receiver Axis
The establishment of a receiver axis is important for initial align-
ment of the receiver components and also for assessment of stability in the
aircraft environment. The receiver axis will be defined as a line passing
through the centers of thc telescope field stop and entrance aperture. (A
collimated beam projected parallel to this Line into the telescope will come
to a focus at the center of the field stop. ) The optical train of the bathym-
etry detector and the spectrometer must be aligned initiallywith this axis
and must remain stable to a degree which will assure no loss of signal
under normal operating conditions. In terms of the optical units, this
means that the optical axis of each subassembly must not be deflected more
than a small fraction of the field-of-view. For a field-of-view of 3 mr, an
allowance of 10% or 0. 3 mr is considered permissible for initial alignment.
Finally, the optical platform should have adequate stiffness to meet this
requirement when subjected to aircraft vibration.
2. 7.2 Alignment of Receiver to a Vertical Reference
In order to relate the bathymetry return signal to a point of ac-
curately known terrestrial coordinates, it is necessary to set the scanner
axis to a datum position and align the receiver to a vertical reference on
the aircraft. The vertical reference could be the i_ertial navigator or some
refere._ce which is correlatable to the inertial navigator. The adjustments
for aligning the receiver to the chosen reference should have an accuracy
and stability of 0. 3 mr.
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kZ. 7. 3 Alignment of Transmitter to Receiver
MisaUgnment of the transmitter to the receiver will result in a loss
of signal or a reduced signal-to-noise ratio. For the reasons previously
d'.scussed, an alignment tolerance of 0. 3 mr is considered satisfactory.
The adjustments for pointing the transmitter will be chosen for achieving
this accuracy, initiaUy, and retaining it under operating conditions. Also,
the optical pla_.form should have adequate stiffness to meet this requirement.
2. 7.4 Optical Alignment Equipment
Since the AOL will be removed and reinstalled in the aircraft
periodically, it is likely that routine alignment checks will be performed,
and that special purpose equipment will be needed to perform these checks.
The essential items for this purpose are:
a) An alignment microscope for viewing the focal plane of the
receiver
b) A diagonal mirror for deflecting the vertically transmitted
beam into a horizontal path over to screen at some distance
from the aircraft
c) A theodolite for simulating a return beam at a known angle
The specifications for these units are:
Z. 7.4. 1 Alignment Viewer
Object Distance: Up to 200 mm
Object Size: Z5 mm
Focus Adjustment: Rack and pinion
Mounting Provision: Special adapter to install in place of
the folding flat inside the receiving
collimatin_ optics housing
2.7.4.2 Alignment Diagonal Mirror
The alignment mirror surface must be tilted upward at 45 ° from the
bottom of its mount. The mount, therefore, is to be equipped with adjust-
ments for pointing the mirror in azimuth and elevation.
In order that the mirror will be of satisfactory quality for use in
both alignment and calibration, it must have the following specifications:
Mirror Size: 450 mm diameter
Flatness: I/4 )t
Adjustment Range: I0° in elevation and azimuth
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2.7.4. 3 Alignment Theodolite
The function of the alignment theodolite is to provide a projected
beam which can be pointed at a known angle related to terrestrial coordinates.
The unit must have the capability for aligning to True North bench marks
and then swinging to a measured pointing axis which coincides with the AOL
receiver axis. The unit therefore must have the following specifications:
Effective Aperture: 25 mrn
Resolution: 4 arc sec
Focus: 30 m to infinity
Field- of- View: 1 o minimum
Measuring Accuracy: Z0 arc sec direct reading
Bubble Sensitivity: 20 arc sec per division
Mounting Provision: Tripod
Z. 8 .Optical System Calibration
The response of the AOL to a source of known intensity can be
periodically cz, librated by means of two different types of calibrators. One
is a portable calibration unit which can be easily set up at a measured dis-
tance from the aircraft. The other is a collimated calibration system
which can be set up in the aircraft by removing the receiver folding flat
and projecting the collimated beam directly into the receiver telescope.
Or if preferred, the collimator can be set up under 'he aircraft with the
collimated beam pointing upward along the scanner axis.
Z.8. 1 Portable Calibration Unit
TILe speci:ications for one commercially available unit which is
representative of the required unit are as follows:
Source: 45 W tungsten-halogen lamp with
irradiance calibration traceable to
NBS
Maximum Lamp Irradiance 1 _ W/cm 2 - nm
at 1000 nm:
Uncertainty of Irradiance: __+I.590
Size of Lamp Enclusure: 15 crn x L5 crn x 30 crn
Power Supply: Constant current supply operable from
If5 V, 60 Hz line
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7Maximum Lamp Current 6.5 amps
Output:
Output Current Accuracy: _.+ 0. 1%
Z. 8. Z Collimated Calibration Unit
This unit is comprised of a collimator which contains collimating
optics, a pinhole aperture, imaging optics, neutral density filters, a tung-
sten ribbon filament lamp with a calibration traceable to NBS and a constant
current power supply- for controlling lamp current. Its specifications are
as follows:
Collimating Optics:
Lamp Type:
Lamp Current:
Lamp Calibration
Uncertainty:
Power Supply:
Z. 9 Footprint Camera
Same as for the telescope specified in
para. 2. Z.2 except that no baffles are
required
GE 30A/T24/3
35 amp
4% in the visible, 9% in the UV
Constant current supply operable from
115 V, 60 Hz line, with an output
current accuracy of_.+ 0. 1%
A wide angle cine camera of the following specifications is required
for acquiring ground truth data during daylight missions:
_. 0
Format:
Shutter Opening:
Framing Rate:
Correlation Pulse:
Motor:
Timing Lights:
Film Capacity:
Lens:
Field- of- View:
ELECTRONIC SYSTEM
Double Frame 35 (Z4 x 36 ram)
90 o
10, 20, and 30 frames/sec
Set at midpoint of shutter opening
110 V, 60 ttz
LED
35 mmx 12Z m magazine load
50 mm F. L. , f/l.4
27 ° x 40 °
The specifications for the various components in the AOL electronics
system (see Fig. Z), are as follows:
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3. 1 Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem
3. I. 1 Altitude Intervalometer
An altitude intervalometer is required to measure aircraft altitude
ona per pulse basis. Its characteristics are:
Altitude Range: 152 m to 609 m
Range Accuracy: + 0. 5 rn
Measurement Resolution: + 0. Z5 m
Output: 16 bit binary (TTL compatible)
3. I. 2 Data Acquisition Unit
3. 1.2. _ Bathymetry
The characteristics of the data acquisition unit required to satisfy
the bathymetry application are as follows:
Impedance:
Bandwidth:
Range:
Overtoad Recovery:
Re solution:
Differential Nonlinearity:
Sen sitivity:
Conversion Time:
Gate Rise and Fall Time:
Gate Width:
3. I. 2.2 Fluorosensing
50
DC to > 200 MHz
0 to -1.25 V
<_ Z0 nsec for 10 V input
1 part in 300
+ Z. 0% from 5 to 100% full scale
at 3 nsec gate width
O. 25 pico coulombs
< 50 /_sec
< I nsec
< 3 nsec
The characteristics of the data acquisition unit required to satisfy
the ftuorosensing application are as follows:
Impedance: 50 _2
t_ andwidth:
Overload Recovery:
R e solution:
Differential Nonlinearity:
Sensitivity:
Conversion Time:
_> 175 MHz
<_ 20 nsec for 10 V input
I part in I000
+ Z.0% from 5 to I00% full scale
at 10 nsec gate width
O. 25 pico coulombs
r- 50 psec
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Gate Rise and Fall Time: _ 1 n[ec
Gate Width: Variable from 10 nsec to 50 nsec in
10 nsec increments
3. 1. 3 Control/Gating and Synchronization Unit
A control/gating and synchronization unit is required to provide a
synchronous drive to the laser transmitter, accept laser status, provi0e
appropriate oscilloscope synchronization signals lot each mode, and also
supply various gate and shutter signals. The unit must generate and suppl_,
the following signals for each of the modes:
A. General
Laser Trigger
Output Drive: l0 V into 1 k_ impedance
Output Rise 'rime: < 1 /lsec
Shutter Drive: Allow for interface
Status: 8 bit word registor, TTL compatible to accept
laser status word
Oscilloscope Sync: 1 V into 50 _2 coincident with altitude
delay or time digitizer stop #1
Oscilloscope Sync Rise Time: < 10 nsec
Gate Module Oscillator: > 333 MHz
Osciliator Drive: ECL compatible
Mode Control: 8 bit register - CAMAC datawa V compatible
to select system mode via CPU
B. Bathymetry
Laser Clock Drive: 400 pps_+ I pps
Gate Module Drive Width: < 3 nsec
C. Fluorosensing
Laser Clock Drive: Selectable 100 - 50 - 25 pps_+ 1%
Gate Module Drive Width: Selectable 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 nsec
D. Ground Truth Camera Control
Timing:
Drive:
Provide interface between RTOD clock serial timing
and camera timing lights
Provide drive interface to drive camera at
appropriate time and rate
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3.7 Signal Processing Subsystem
3. Z. 1 I/O Controller
The I/O controller must have the capability to properly interface
with the acquisition and housekeeping requirements of the system and
provide the means to present data to the status and graphics display in a
timely manner. It shall also be capable of formatting data and support
information for disc and industry compatible magnetic tape storage. To
meet all of the requirements listed above, the I/O controller must have
the following specifications and characteristics:
Central Processing Unit (CPU)
Word Size: 16 bits
Memory Size: 32 k (modularly expandable to 64 k)
Memory Cycle: < 1 _sec
Instruction Executive Speed
1/O: < 4 _sec
Memory Reference: < 4 _sec
Register Reference: < 4 _sec
Arithmetic: < 2 /_sec
Extended Arithmetic (divide): < Z0 p, sec
Index: < 6 psec
Communications: < 10 /_sec
Priority Interrupts: > 10
High Speed Channels (DMA): Z
Transfer Rate: > 500 kHz
Required Peripheral Compatibility
T e letype
Graphics
Disc
l_,lagnetic Tape
D. A. S.
Memory Protection: Required
Power Fail/Recovery: Required
Software Requirements
FORTRAN IV Compiler
Assembler
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Disc operating system
Real time executive
Microprogrammable
I/0 driver for all CPU peripherals
Required Interfaces
Timing: 42 bits - LSB = 1 msec
CAMAC: EUR 4100 e and/or AEC-TID-25877 compatible
LTN- 51 Attitude Reference:
Digital
Latitude/longitude: BCD - l/sec, 0. 1 rain resolution
Ground Speed: BCD - 20/see, 1 knot resolution
Drift Angle:
Synchro
Pitch/Rolh
BCD - lO/sec, O. 1° resolution
3 wire synchro 0. 04 ° resolution
and 0.2 ° accuracy
Scan Eocoder: Binary 2" : 10. 5' resolution
3. 2. I. 1 Disc Unit
A disc unit will be required to provide a convenient means of storing
utility libraries, (compiler, assembler, debugger, diagnostics, etc. I
application programs, and momentary data storage. To implement appli-
cation programs efficiently (using Fortran where applicable) the disc and
CPU must be supported by versatile and flexible disc operating system
software. In order to satisfy the application requirements, the disc unit
must have the following major specifications and characteristics:
Storage Capacity: > 5 m bytes to satisfy current appli-
cation requirements (should have
greater than 10 m bytes to allow for
future expansion)
Avera!te Access Time: 30 msec
Data Transfer Rate: _ 500 k bytes/see
The disc unit must also have exhibited proven performance in an aircraft
cnvironn_ent.
t
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3.2. 1.2 Programs
The following is a list of the major programs or routines,
characteristics, required to satisfy system control, acquisition,
formatting, storing and recording functions:
Ope toting System
Real time executive
File manager
Utility
Diagnostic
Floating point arithmetic
i/O driver routines for all CPU peripherals
Application
initialization:
Housekeeping:
RTOD:
Disc Output:
Tape Output:
and their
processing,
Select major mode to be run and take
appropriate inputs from keyboard.
Draw grid and label graphics display.
Ensure all peripherals are in a read,,
state.
While taking data, determine if system
has degraded. If it has, can system
continue to gather data? Sto_'e corre-
latable information.
At some applicable sy-stem rate, get
real time of day and store in data
buffer (disc output}.
Dump raw data onto disc after every
Ith pulse. I to be determined by the
most efficient record size of the
system.
At the end of the data run, the raw
data will be played back from the
disc file and written onto magnetic tape
for a permanent record. Some pro-
cessing and/or editing will also be
performed. If t',e volume of data is
prohibitive sor, le form of compression
will be neede I before outputting to tape.
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Status Display:
G raphic s Display:
Altitude Delay:
CAMAC Interface:
Laser ControL:
Camera Control:
Obtain a status word (16 bits) from a
particular system element and display
it with corresponding indicator. Nach
element status to be displayed at ,_
predetermined rate.
Generate real time graphics display
plots to give an indication of the
quality and content of the data.
Get value of time digitizer after ev. ry
pulse. Implement a delay algorithm.
The result of the algorithm is output
to the delay hardware.
Upon data ready interrupt, get data
through interface and store in disc
output buffer. Initiate remainder of
tasks to be performed.
Send repetition rate and other laser
control commands
Every l'Ith pulse, activate camera.
;t s,
_m
o •
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_.2.2 Displays
3.2.2. 1 Status Display
A status display is required to provide system and subsystem
-%
information relative to the current mode, readiness and functional status.
To satisfy this requirement, a subsystem status wor,.l in binary coded
decimal shall be provided and displa_red in sequence, freeziug each word
for a perio_t of 2 seconds. A unique latch fault indicator must be provided
for vach subsystem status word in order to alert thv operator that a sys-
tem nlalfullctiol_ has ¢)¢curred.
_.2. 2.2 (;raphics Display
A graphics display is required to provide a clear prest, ntation of
either ningle or combined events to the operator for his asst'ssment ¢_f
data content in real time. The graphics display must have the following
specifications to fu|fill this requirement:
.J
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Modes:
Display Area:
Display Medium:
Typical Drawing Time:
Erase Time:
S o ftwa r e:
Alpha Numeric - full upper case
ASC II character set
Graphic - vector in response to
CPU commands
4.3 aspect ratio _ 20 cmx 15 cm -
1000 x 750 addressable points
Direct view storage CRT
< I sec for 500 points
_< 200 msec
Operating system compatible and
supported with high level graphic
generation package for generating
grids, scale labeling and array
plotting
This unit must also have the capability to select, freeze and update status
for a particular subsystem. The following subsystems shall be included in
the status presentation:
CPU
Laser
Camac
Inertial Navigator
Graphics display
Disc unit
Magnetic tape recorder
Housekeeping interface
R TOD clock
_.Z. 2.. 3 Monitor Oscilloscope
A monitor oscilloscope will be required for electronic calibration,
alignment, signal monitoring and troubleshooting. To meet these require-
ments this unit x.nust have the following specifications and feature J:
Input Impedance:
Number of Channels:
Deflection Factor:
50 _]
2
__ 2 mV/div to 5 V/div in ca3.ibrated
steps
-77-
Vertical Deflection:
Time Base:
Sweep Rate:
Triggering:
DC to 200 MHz, I. 75 nsec rise time
0.01 nsec/div to 0.5 sec/div
I nsec/div maximum
I) Normal {sweep when triggered)
2) SirAgle sweep
3) Delayed sweep
Display Area: 8 crn x 10 cm
3.2. 3 Timing
Timing for the AOL system wilt be provided by an existing aircraft-
mounted Astrodata Model 6220 Universal Time Code Translator. The AOL
requires both a parallel RTOD output code which provides a LSI__ resolution
of | msec nnd a serial code with a I sec time frame to l msec resolution.
The Model 6220 can meet this requirement since it can furnish a 44 bit
BCD parallel code from lOOts of days to units or milliseconds, and also has
available a serial NASA, 36 bit, one second time code.
_.2.4 Housekeeping
Several analog and discrete or encoded digital signals are required
to be monitored and recorded along with the AOL data, in order to provide
supporting information relative to the data gathering instrument settings
and configuration.
All of the necessary parameters and position settings required for
subsequent processing cannot be determined until the system interdependent
variables and subsystem controls have been fully accessed during detail
design. The following is a list of items which will probably require
monitoring:
Laser power output and go/no-go diagnostics
Photomultiplie r power
SystL, u_ mode, identification and calibration settings/statics
Sc,_:_ cncoder position
l_eal-time-of-day
inertial navigator outputs
('round truth camera shutter sync
.Ii
_A
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3. Z.5 Recordm_
In order to provide a universal medium for AOL data such that
processing and reduction can be accomplished at many computing facilities,
a magnetic tape recorder will be required which is capable of formatting,
recording and playing back industry-compatible, 9 track, 800 BPI magnetic
tape. The unit must be compatible with the I/O controller and be supported
with an I/O software driver for the operating system. In addition, it should
have a fast data transfer capability (up to 36 k bits/see), be provided with
dynamic braking and accept up to 2-6.6 crn (I0. 5 in. } reels.
3. 3 Power Control and Distribution
A power control and distribution unit is required to properly inter-
face the AOL system to the aircraft. This unit will provide aircraft power
to system interfaces, include appropriate EMI/RFI filtering, and provide
power protection and branch distribution to the various subsystems. Lamps
will be required to indicate power availability from aircraft busses and to
the various AOL subsystems. Also, a system power "on" timer will be
required to indicate total operating time for equip_r_ent maintenance
purposes.
4. 0 DESIGN .AND CONSTRUCTION
4. I Environment
The AOL system must be designed to withstand an operational
environment in an unpressurized aircraft cruising in clear weather at
altitudes up to 1524 m (5000 ft). Under these conditions, the equipment
must perform in accordance with the specifications previously stated.
In addition, the equipment must survive the environment of high humidity
and low temperatures occasionally encountered on the ground, and reason-
able shocks encountered during aircraft landings and equipment, installation,
and removal. The specifications for these conditions are:
4. I. I Operational Environment
Trmperature: 50 ° - 100°F
Altitude: 0 - 1524 m (5000 ft)
llu.lidity: 0 - 05% relative humidity
_ 7_
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4.1.2
Temperature:
Altitude:
Humidity:
4. Z Safety (Crash LandinB)
Survivance Environment
0 o _ 105OF
3658 m (10,000 ft)
0 - 95% relative humidity
The ultimate design load factors which the AOL system shall
meet are:
Cabin Area
Forward: 9g Sideways: 2g Down: 6g Up: 3g
Instrument Bays (beneath floor)
Forward: 2. 5g Sideways: 2g Down: 6g Up: 3g
The design floor load limit is 975 kg/m 2 (200 psf).
4. J Maintainability
t_rovisions are to be included for maintaining the AOL equipment
in a field environment. Optical surfaces shall be 9vercoated with hard
materials such as Mg Fl 2 or SiO to facilitate cleaning. Corrosion resist-
ance materials are to be used throughout, or protective coatings applied.
Access ports shall be provided for periodic inspection of critical areas,
and modular construction used to facilitate removal of units for mainte-
nance. Where appropriate, electronic chassis will be slide-mounted for
ease of maintenance Protective shields are to be provided for critical
components which are handled separately during installation and removal.
such as the scanning mirror. Caution signs will be used where special
maintenan'.e procedures are involved, and guides should be provided to
assi,_t in relocation of con_ponents after removal.
I)ia_m)stic and t('st features and test p_,ints will I)_. c,_nsidered and
huilt inlo lht' ,,quil)ment wherever ft'asible, l':clt,ipv_It',atshall l),.d,.si_n,.d
and pt,,'tbased with due consideratio,i _iven to eas,. ,,f ,1_ai,lt¢.nanc,.. t.)uick
disc',_,:nect connectc, rs will be used wherever possible. {)ix',.ctunit t,_unit
cab{in_ will I,,,utili/vd thr,meh,mt the systen_ t,,k,.,.p {nt,'rco,,,,,.c-tic,,,sl,_
,lwliniw,ut_ arld ,.as,. si_2na} flow tracinf_.
-_{}-
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4.4 Reliability
Components will be designed or procured with a view toward long
life in a field environment. Purchased units will be of good commercial
quality and flight worthy. Newly fabricated equipment shall be designed
for ruggedness and durability. Mil grade cGmponents will be utilized,
where justified•
4. 5 Electrical
AC power lines will be protected with appropriate circuit breakers.
All ne_,ly fabricated units will be completely enclosed and bonded to ground.
FJMI filters will be placed in series with all the input power lines to mini-
mize conducted interference. MIL-I-6181D will be utilized as a design
guide with regard to the generation of radio interference (RFI) by the AOL
and its susceptibility to RFI.
Where applicable, cables will be shielded and in this regard,
MIL-E-5400 K shall be utilized as a design guide.
4. 6 Marking r Identification and Finish
lX_IL-STD-130 will be used as a guide for determination of part and
assembly marking ruquirements. An Avco nameplate marked with t._e
componeat name and part numLer shall also be located in such a manner
as to be visible in the normal configuration whenever practical. All cables
shall be individually numbered and each connector will be identified as to
its mating unit.
The exterior surfaces of units shall be painted grey with the optical
element hohlcrs and surrounding areas, black annodized. Components
purchased with suitable finishes _,ill be used in their original configuration.
4. 7 Workmanship
MIL-E-5400K will be used as a design guide in the constructi(,n
of the system. All workn_anship will be of good con'_merci,_l quality.
4. _ I luman ["actors
'l he optical system will be constructed to allow access to the optical
elements for cleaning and replacement purposes, with minimum disassem-
bling of major subsystems.
The transmitter portion of the system will be designed such that the
direct lnser beam or any reflecting beam will not be exposed to eyes of
personm.l in the aircraft.
-,_1 -
The assembly of electronic units in the racks will be arranged for
maximum utility and operator convenience. The mc.,itor screen will be
located at eye level; controls will be located within easy arms length;
patch cables will be of appropriate lengths so as not to obstruct other
instrumentation; controls will be grouped by function and lights, switches
and circuit breakers will be clearl., labeled.
5.0 LOGISTICS
5. I Documentation
All drawings for the AOL will be prepared in accordance with
MIL-D-I000, Category A, Form 3. In addition, flow charts and signal
flow diagrams will be prepared, as required.
Acceptance test plan(s) will be prepared and submitted as required
by the contract. In addition, Operations and Maintenance Manual material
will be prepared to the level specified by contractual requirements.
5.2 Spare Parts
A spare parts 1._st will be provided if required by the contract.
5. 3 Support Equipment
Support equipment specified by the contract will be provided.
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SECTION Vl
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
L. 0 INTRODUCTION
This section presents data relevant to the preliminary design of the
AOL.
2.0 OPTICAL (SENSING) SYSTEM
The AOL optical system is shown installed in the aircraft in
Figs. 15 and |6 (dwg 407-Z18, sheets I and 2, respectively}. The optical
platform i_ attached to the aircraft floor at Station 600 so that the optical
path is centered over the access hatch at that Location. The scanner por-
tion of the system is installed under the floor, pointing down through the
baggage hatch. Utilization of the baggage hatch is an important feature
in the design since the latter is the only present opening in the aircraft
which has sufficient size to permit the use of the Largest scanning angle
required, namely--+ 15 ° from vertical. To accommodate the 15 ° scan
angle, the rotating scanning mirror is positioned close to the opening in
the skin, and a fixed mirror is used to deflect the return beam from the
rotating mirror up through the floor access hatch. The locations of trans-
mitter and receiver components are chosen to provide a compact arrange-
ment with maximum accessibility to the Laser elements and with due
consideration for access to the removable portions of the receiver as well.
In Locating these modules, careful consideration was given to the close
proximity of the electronics racks already present on NASA aircraft
N427NA. The racks are as shown in Figs. 15 and 16 and, in this location,
adequate clearance for AOL components is provided.
The optical platform is attached to the floor through isolators,
and the scanner assembly is attached to the optical platform by rigid
stand-offs which pass through the aircraft floor. The units, optical F'.at-
form and scanner, are therefore rigidly coupled together but are separable
for installation and removal. The estimated weights are 281 kg (6Z0 lbs)
-_3-
Fig. 15 Optical System Layout - Top/Side View
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Fig. 16 Optical Syste_a Layout - End View
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for the optical platform assembly (which includes all transmitter and
receiver elementM, and O0 kg (200 lb/ for the scanning assembly. These
weight estimates are further detailed in a subs,-quent section of this repo_'t.
2.. I Optical Considerations/I)esign
An overall view of the various optical components is shown on
Fig. 17 {dwg 407-223). On this drawing, the effective element apertures
and spacings are shown to scale. In certain cases, howev2r, the optical
path is shown 90 ° out of position for graphical purposes. For a true depic-
tion of the optical path, the reader is referred to Figs. 15 and 16.
Before an examination of the equipment design is undertaken, it ;s
important to understand the fundamental image relationships in the optical
system. This section will therefore be devoted to an explanation of the
relationships that affect focal length and f-number selections, spectral
resolution, and depth-of-field.
2. l. I Selec:ion of Focal Lengths and f-Numbers
The size of the collecting optics is fixed at the largest practical
diameter to match the available openings in the aircraft floor.
7"he choice of system f-number is dictated primarily by considera-
tion in the spectrometer. For a large number of reasons, including cost
and mechanical integrity, it is highly desirable to use single element lenses.
When single element lenses are faster than f/4, an inordinate amount of
image aberration is introduced. When they are sloccer than f/4, the re-
quired optical paths become too long for the allowable space in the aircraft.
Thus f"4 provides a reasonable compromise.
1",_- additional consideration supporting the f/4 choice is provided hy
the tele,_cope. The telescope must be the same f,/# as the recollin_ating
lens and _ust also he reflective and telephoto, i.e. , have a focal length
longer than its physical length. Thus it must be of a form similar to the
cassegrainian. The component rnir, rors of a cassegrainian telescope are
necessarily faster than the telcscope assembly, becoming very difficult
to manufacture and align for telescopes much faster than f/J.. Therefore, a
casseRrainian tt, lescope much faster than f/4 is not very p_;l¢'tical.
In describing the i:_a_e relationships of the receiver, the optical
comt_onents can be depicted schematically, as shown in Fig. l,_. In this
figure, the following definitions and relationships apply:
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Fig. 18 Receiver Image Relationships
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Telescope Dia -
Telescope FOV =
Telescope, L I and Collimating Optics,
F 1 F 2
D l D 2
DI; Focal Length = F l -- 1220 mm
a I to match the transmitter divergence
L 2 have matching f-numbers:
Angular image sizes are inversel 7 proportional to the focal lengths
of the telescope and collimating optics:
a 2 F I
al F2
The angular size of final image is:
F
1
(l._ = ct2 = al "_2
In this figure, the telescope is collecting light over a field-of-view
determined by the field stop, which has been adjusted to match the trans-
ndtter divergence. The collimating optics are sized for no vignetting ov£r
the field-of-view. The ang_,lar magnification of the final image, at any
single wavelength, is a function of the target angular subtense and the
ratio of tens focal lengths. From the geometry shown in the figure, it is
apparent that the smaller the collimating lens focal length, lr 2, the larger
aZ
the angular magnification--. This has a significant impact on the spec-
a l
trometer d,_ sign.
2. l.Z Spectral Resolution
The spectral resolution of the receiver is affected by the angular
dispersion of the grating, and b_ the angular size of the final image pre-
-riously discussed. The spectral resolution is approximated by dividing
the angular size of the final image by the angular dispersion, which is a
first order approximation which does not take into account the effect of
defocusing, or the size of the detector element.
Two gratings were considered during the preliminary design phase
and the spectrometer characteristics with these gratings are shown in
Table X. The effect of increasing the collimating lens focal length is also
shown.
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Initially an attempt was made to develop a spectrometer layout with
a 900 g/ram reflection grating covering the broad bandpass of 3500- 8000 J_.
When this attempt was not successf,-I due to the space constr.Lints imposed
on the AOL optical configuration, tl,e present layout was developed utilizing
a transmission grating. Of the trasmission gratings currently available,
the 600 g/ram gratings have considerably higher efficiency, particularly in
the near ultra-violet. Two designs were then considered using collimating
lenses of 400 mm and 600 mm focal length. The table shows the two possi-
ble spectrometer designs based on the 600 g/ram grating. The 600 mm
focal length design achieves better spectral resolution, but the focal lengths
and diameters of both the collimator and the spectral imaging lenses would
would be too large to fit within the desired space. Using a transmitter
beam divergence operational range of 2__3 mr for fluorosensing, the practi-
cal choice of a grating produces a spectral resolution of 100 - 150 J_ for"
best broad band transmission and for reasonably compact packaging. This
is quite compatible with the resolution requirements imposed on the system
in the fluorosensing application.
2. I.3 Telescope Depth of Field
A basic question in the telescope design is whether the system can
operate over the required range of altitudes without being subjected to a
mechanical refocus. The origin of the problem is best understood if
visualized in reverse, i.e., the telescope forms an image of the field stop
on the ground. The image is formed for some nominal altitude, and for
other values of altitude, this field stop image will be somewhat blurred
because of defocus. If the nominal field stop image is equal to or larger
than the illuminated patch of ground, this blurring will decrease the signal-
to-noise (background) ratio. Since this defocusing will affect system per-
formance most severely in the fluorosensing mode of operation, the tele-
scope will be focused for a 152 m (500 ft) aircraft z, ttitude. This means that
there will be no blurring f."om defocus during fluorosensing, when a narrow
receiver field-of-view is used (2-5 mr). During bathymetry measurements,
where, aircraft altitude will vary between 152 m and 609 m, th-_ maximum
blur from defocusing ,viii be 1. 5 mr. This blurring is insignificant when
compared to the wider receiver fields-of-view used in bathymetry measure-
ments (!_-20 mr).
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In summary, depth of field should pose no serious problems for
the pr_posed contiguration over the desired operating ranges.
Z. 2 Equipment Design
In this section, the various functional module designs will be
described separately.
Z.Z. 1 Transmitter
In Fig. IS, the nitrogen laser and dye module are shown with two
laser folding flats directing the beam from one unit to the other. The
nitrogen laser can be used without the dye module, or other lasers can be
used as needed by arranging the folding flats to direct the laser beam into
the transmitting optics.
In the transmitting oF'.ics housing are included the laser filter,
polarizer, and beam expander. The sizes and arrangement of these
elements are shown in Fig. 17. The laser filter and polarizer are both
detachable since their use is dependent on the choice of laser and applica-
tion.
The beam expander provides control of beam divergence by means
of a manual adj-._stment on one of the two lenses. Using lenses of the focal
length and spacing shown in Fig. 17, the range of adjustment is approxi-
mately 17 mm for a divergence of Z0 mr. The two tenses are fused silica,
AR coated for best transmission in the region between 3300 and 6600 _.
The transmitter folding flat is a diagonal mirror o,r adequate size
to accommodate the 100 mm output beam of the transmitter. It is alum-
inized and overcoated for reflectivity favoring the spectral region between
3300 and 6600 _, and it is provided with pointing adjustments for aligning
the output beam to the receiver axis.
Two safety shields are provided to obscure the laser beam from
view. One covers the path from the laser to the dfe module, the other
covers the beam path from the transmitter folding flat to the hole in the
receiver folding flat.
{i)
Factory refocusing for different ranges will be possible since this
adjustment will be incorporated in the design of the receiver telescope.
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2.2.2 Receiver Folding Flat
In Fig. lO (dwg 407-226_ is depicted the mount for supporting the
receiver folding flat at 45 ° to the path of the return beam. The flat is of
lightweight aluminum construction and is supl_orted kinematically with
pointing adjustments at the three mounting points to provide a means of
aligning the receiver pointing axis to a datum. The mirror is also re-
movable for direct access to the telescope collecting aperture. "[he
eerier of the mirror is bored to an aperture large enough to pass the
transmitter beam without vignetting.
2.2. 3 Telescope
Figure 20 (dwg 407-2.25) shows a cross-sectional view of the casse-
grainian telescope. The optical components are comprised of a primary
mirror mounted directly to the housing, and a secondary mirror mounted
in a spider which is adjustable for initial focusing oI the telescope. Baffles
are provided with a provision for adjusting the primary baffles to the most
effective position for the nelected field stop setting. The sizes and focal
lengths of the mirrors are as specified in Fig. 17,
2.2.4 Collimatin_ Optics and Field Stop
Fig. 2l (dwg 407-229) shows the optical path leading from the
adjustable field stop up to the collimating lens. The field stop is located
at the focal plane of the telescope and consists of two pair of knife edges
at 90 ° which are remotely activated from a control panel. Each pair of
knife edges is centered on the optical axis and is provided with an independ-
ent drive motor. The horizontal and vertical separations of the knife edges
can be adjusted to provide field-of-view settings from zero to 20 mr.
A diagonal mirror is provided to fold the optical path, and a check
lamp is located behind the mirror. A center hole in the mirror provides
an optical path from the lamp to the spectrometer and bathymetry detectors.
This feature provides the capability of performing checks on the operation
of each detector assembly by simply switching on the check lamp, The
center hole in the mirror is made small enough to fit within the central
obsc_,ration of the receiver beam so that it causes no loss of return
signal.
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A linear polarizer is provided in the optical path just prior to the
collimating lens, with provisions ior removing the polarizer if necessary,
or for adjusting the polarizer to a specific angle.
The entire collimating optics and field stop assembly is fastened
directly to the back plate of the telescope to maintain rigid alignment with
the telescope axis. A cover plate is provided for access to the lamp and
polarizer.
2. 2.5 Bathymetry Optics
Figure 32 (dwg 407-228) shows the housing which contains the re-
movable flip mirror that directs the incoming beam over to the spectrom-
eter. The mirror is slide mounted so that it can be removed for bathym-
etry; in which case the incoming beam passes to a spectral filter, a
converging lens, and a neutral density filter. The filters are slide mounted
for manual removal, and a light tight panel is provided for access to the
£ilter slides. The access panel is Located on the forward wall close to the
edge of the platform for ease of access.
The bathymetry optics assembly is attached to the horizontal sur-
face of the optical platform and is aligned with the collimating optics
assembly by direct contact between the units. The interface between the
two optical units occurs in a collimated portion of the beam so that trans-
lational shifts will not affect the image locations•
2.2. 6 Spectrometer and Detector Arra_y
Figure 23 (dwg 407-227) shows the spectrometer components including
the grating, imaging lens, light guides, and multi-channel detector array.
The optical axis of the unit is positioned at 20.4 ° '_¢ith respect to the
incoming collimated beam in order to center the 3500 to 8000 _ region of
the dispersed image onto the light guide array.
The spectral image is divided into 40 channels by arranging light
guides side-by-side over the _00 - 8000 )_ bandwidth. Using an f/4 imaging
lens of 100 mm diameter, the tl length is 400 ram, and the length IL) of
the spectral image is:
L .06 mr/_ x 10 .3: x (8000 - 3500 _) x 400 rnm - 108 mm
The width of each light guide (W) is:
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The height of each light guide is chosen to accommodate a 5 mr field stop
setting with 0. 5 mr allowance at both edges. The height (H) is:
F l
H = a 3 F 3 = a I _ xF_
1200
H = .006 rad x _ x 400 = 7.2 mm
400
The light guides are bonded together at the entrance end and are curved to
fan out to the 40 detectors. A special fitting is provided to hold each light
guide in clcse contact with the face of each PM tube. A suitable grease is
provided at the interface to reduce the transmission loss.
The light guides will consist of either fibre optics or clad rods of
the proper proportions, depending on the availability of materials with
suitable transmission in the spectral regions desired.
Each tube is contained in a shielded housing with its associated
circuitry and xvired to a bank of connectors located along the top and far
side of the detector housing. Removable panels are provided for access
to the wiring connections.
2.2.7 Optical Platform and Mounting Details
Figure 24 (dwg 407-224) shows the b_o-tiered platform for support-
ing the transmitter and receiver components in their respective locations.
The upper shelf has a suff_.ciently large opening to accommodate a 100 mm
transmitter beam while the lower shelf has a large opening for the 305 mm
dia return beam. The rectangular access hatch is also shown in the floor
of the aircraft beyond the area covered by the return beam, through which
two stan,loffs are located for supporting one end of the scanning assembly.
The, other end is supported by two standoffs which pass through clearance
holes in the aircraft floor. These two clearance holes ot approximately
7 (_cn_ (3 in ) in diameter will be a required modification for installing
the system in the aircraft.
The lightweight construction of the platform panels is represented
in cross section. The panels achieve their stiffness by means of two
sheets of aluminum spaced far enough apart to produce the desired section
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modulus. The sheets are fastened to channels which serve to maintain
the registration of the sheets and thus resist flexure. The sheets are
fastened to the channels by many removable fasteners so that a large
selection of fastening points is available for attaching components. Addi-
tional spacers are also provided at high-load points such as the standoff
locations.
The combined load of the optical platform and scanner assembly
is supported on isolators located outzide the platform area as shown, or
directly underneath, if preferred. The interface between the isolators
and the aircraft will be designed by NASA and is expected to utilize the
existing seat rails shown under the isolator.
2.2.8 Scanner Assembly
The size of the scannex mlrrors is shown on Fig. 17 and their
orientation is shown on the equipment layouts, Figs. 15 and 16. Since the
scanning pattern is oval-shaped, the mirrors are arranged so that the long
dimension of the scan pattern is perpendicular to the aixcraft fore-aft axis.
The rotating mirror is attached to the drive shaft by a hinged joint so that the
mirror can be set perpendicular to the drive shaft and at various small
angles up to 7.5 ° _o that the scan angle will vary up to 15° from the verti-
cal reference axis. The angle must be adjusted manually prior to a flight.
The mirror drive shaft is supported in ball bearings and a shaft
is driven by an electric motor through bevel gears at a fixed rate of
5 rev/sec.
The scanner assembly is installed by iifting the unit through the
baggage hatch up to the underside of the aircraft floor. The scanner plat-
form is then fastened to the underside of the optical platform by means
of long bolts and standoffs which _ass through the floor of the aircraft.
2.2.9 Optical System Weight Estimates
All of the equipment modules in the optical portion of the system
are shown below with a weight allocation assigned to each. The,_ w, ight
allocations represent the lowest estimated values achievable using con-
ventional methods of lightweight construction.
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3.0
Equipment Item/Modul e
Nitrogen laser
Dye module
Laser optics
Receiver folding fiat
Telescope
Collimating optics and bathyrnetry
detector assy
Spectrometer and detector assy
Optical platform
Subtotal
Scanner mirrors (2)
Scanner platform and motor drive
Subtotal
ELECTRONIC SYSTEM
3. 1 Control and Data Acquisition
Est. Weight (kg)
68
t8
12
20
77
14
27
9__25
281 (620 lbs)
40
50
90 (200 lbs)
As has been discussed in Section III of this report, the key module
which provides a large degree of commona!"ty for satisfying both the
bathymetry and fluorosensing data acquisition requirements is the Ortec
QD 410 charge digitizer. Referring to Fig. 2, once the signal is detected
and amplified appropriately in each mode, it is presented to the input of
the QD 410 to be captured and subsequently processed. The only difference
from then on is in the capture mechanism or method of gating. In the
bathwmetry mode, since the measurement is primarily directed towards
temporal information, forty charge digitizers will be sequential gated to
provide a time history of the energy detected by the bathymetry photo-
multiplier. In the fluorosensing application, the major interest is in the
laser induced fluorescence as a function of wavelength. In this mode, the
forty charge digitizers (channels) will be gated simultaneously to detect
the incident energy at each wavelength. At this point, the inforrnation
obtained is transferred to the I/O controller and processed according to the
requirements of the chosen mode. Now that the basic details have been
explained, the signal flow and medule characteristics associated with each
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mode of operation can be discussed. Prior to this, however, the rationale
for the selection of photomultiplier detectors for each application will be
presented.
3. I, 1 Photomultiplier Selection Considerations
A. Bathymetry
Several photomultiplier tubes were evaluated against the requirements
for the bathymetry application and those which came closest to meeting these
requirements are delineated in Table XI, along with their major charac-
teristics. Figure 25 is a plot of quantum efficiency vs wavelength of the
tubes considered. The C31024 was found to have the most favorable per-
formance characteristics and physica', package dimensions for _he applica-
tion. It has the best rise time and corn?arable performance characteristics
for those parameters important to the application. The C31034A has _ very
high quantum efficiency at 540 nm but was not chosen due to the difficulty
in integrating a tube with such a small aperture plate (0.76 x ?. 28 cm) into
the o_)tical train.
B. Fluorosensing
The photomultiplier tubes which appear to satisfy the fluorosensing
requirements are shown in Table XII. Two of the tubes, the R647 and R761,
are packaged in a I . 27 cm (0.5 in. ) diameter envelope which would be
convenient for packaging and interfacing to the spectrometer light pipes.
The quantum efficiency (QE) of these tubes however is lower than that ob-
tainable from the 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) tubes indicated in the Table and this
dictates the choice of the larger tubes for use in this application.
Figure _6 is a plot of wavelength vs quantum efficiency for those
tubes considered for use. From the figure, it can be seen that the 8644 is
th(, I)_.._! ('hoic(, for the first seventeen spectral channels and that the
(:700.i'1\ is optinlum for the remaining twenty-three.
_. 1.2 .i._athymetry Data Acquisition
The basic block diagram in Fig. 27 shows the data acquisition
signal path which will be used in the bathyTnetry mode. In order to satisfy
the system measurement requirements, all elements within the signal path
must have very fast response times and propagation delays that are mini-
mal and predictable. Figure _8 indicates the components and modules
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Characteristic
Q.E.@ 540 nm
Q.E.@ 400 nm
Risetirne
Gain
Dark Noise
Max. Anode
Current
Max. Supply Volt.
Special Notes
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TABLE Xl
CANDIDATE BATHYMETRY PM TUBES
PHOTOMULTIPLIER MODEL NUMBER
C31024 8575 C31000A C31034A
7. 6% 8.5% 11.5% 32. 5%
26.8% 24. 5% 23.8% 42%
1.2 x 10-9sec 2. 1 x 10-9sec 2. 1 x 10-9sec
@ 3000 V @ 3000 V @ 3000 V
2.8 x 10-9sec 2.8 x 10-9sec -
2000 V 2000 V
I x I0 7 1.4 x 10 7 3. 5 x I0 6 4 x 10 6
@ 3500 V @ 2000 V @ 2000 V @ 2000 V
5 x 106 7 x 105 2 x 105 3 x 105
@3000 V @ 1500 V @1500 V @1500 V
1 x lO -8 1 x lO °9 5 x lO -9 5 x lO °8
amp amp amp amp
0.1 x lO °3 0.2 x lO -3 1 × lO -3 lOOxlO °?
amp avg. amp avg. amp avg. amp avg.
3500 V 3000 V 3000 V 2200 V
...... 0.76 x 2.28
cm aper-
ture plat(.
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Characteristic
Q. E. (c0 800 nm
Q.E.(cO 700 am
Q. E._ 600 nm
Q. E. (¢_ 540 nm
Q, E. _ 500 nm
Q. E. (,t_ 400 nm
C;_in
Dark Noise
Max, Anode
Cur ten!
Max. Voltage
l)iamete r
TABLE XII
CANDIDATE FLUOROSENSING PM TUBES
PIIOTOMULTIPLLER MODEl. NUMBER
R647 R761 8644 C 70042K
-- o. 34% -- 3.4%
-- I. 7% ._ 5.4%
z. 0% 5.5% -- 9. I%
.... 10% i o%
Io% i I. 0% 12.7% --
1 4% l 5% 19% - -
6 x I06 5.8 x I05 7 x 105 7 x 105
@1200 V @1500 V @2000 V @2000 V
1.6 x 106 -- 8 x I04 8 x 104
@IO00 V @ 1500 V (c_ 1500 V
5 x 10 -9 l x 10 "8 3 x 10 "9 6 x I0 "9
amp amp amp amp
0.01 ma 0.01 ma 0. I ma 0. 5 ma
avg. avg. avg. avg.
1250 V IS00 V 2100 V 2100 V
i.27 cm 1.27 cx_ 1.9 cm 1.9 Lm
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chosen to satisfy this requirement along with their associated rise times
and tolerances. The input starts with the C31024 photomultipiier which
has a signal rise time of less than one nanosecond for a single electron
event. The signal then passes through the model 128L Amplifier to the
QD410 charge digitizer. The composite rise time (T r) for the three stages
is approximately equal to the following:
I/ 211/zT r : tl )2 + (t2)2 + (t 3) J
[( 2 2 _)2] 1/2: 1.0xl0-9sec) + (2.4xl0-gsec) + (l.75x10-9se
= <3. 13 nsec
which is consistent with the system measurement requirements. The
total component or module delay time using the specified intrinsic delays
for each element is equal to 5. 6 nsec. Coaxial cable lengths will be kept
as short as possible to keep the system delays in this path to a minimum.
The desired gate width for switching the QD410 Charge Digitizers
is _2. 5 nsec. This appears to be quite feasible using appropriate
MECL III and 10, 000 logic. However, since the QD410's have a linear
range of 0 to 25 vnA and a sensitivity of 0.25 pico coulombs/channel
(250 pico coulombs maximum), the full channel range of this device cannot
be used since the 25 mA limitation is exceeded at:
Qm : (I m) (T ) : (25 x 10 "3) (2 5 x 10 "9) - 62.5 pico soulombsW
where
Qm = maximum charge
I : 25mA
m
T : 2. 5 nsec
w
which equals one fourth of the dynamic range of the device and sets the
maximum channel at
Qm 62. 5 x 10- 12
Maximum channel : _'_"_'s . 25 x 10 "12 : 250
where
Qs : charge sensitivity
-III-
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which indicates that if the input raLlge is appropriately set using proper ND I1
attenuation filters, the signal returns from the surface and the bottom U
can be contained within this unit.
3. 1. 3 Fluorosensing Data Acquisition U
The basic block diagram in Fig. 29 sho_vs the data acquisition sig-
nal path to be ,ased in the fluorosensing mode. The multipliers chosen for
this application are the RCA 8644 and the C70042H. Both tubes are I.9 cm
{0.75 in.) in diameter and have identical physical divnensions which should
U
minimize packaging problems. The 8644 was chosen to satisfy the require-
ments for the first seventeen spectrometer channels because it exhibits
the highest q,xantum efficiency over this range (3500 to 541Z _). The
C70042K was found to be the best choice to cover the range from 5400
104
*I
to 8000 _. Both tubes have a typical current amplification of 8 x
which fails short o£ the gain necessary to satisfy the input charge require-
ments of the charge digitizers. Itwill therefore be necessary to provide _I
additional gain to more closely match the input signal to the QD 410' s.
A Lecroy Model 161 amplifier appe_.rs to be the best choice; with a gain _|
U
o£ ten and fast response (<2.0 nsec) and minimum intrinsic delay (l. 5 nsec).
The signal path for a single channel of fluorosensing electronics is shown l]
in Fig. 30 along with the rise times and propagation delays. The composite
of the rise times shown {Tf) are approximately:
,,. !1
2 10_9 2 10.9 2 ] l/P_rl<,.o><,o-9see,+ IZ.Ox sec, +<l.75x sec>S
= ""2. 84 nsec H
LI
which is consistent with the measurement requirements. The total com-
ponent or module delay from the input to the chax'ge digitizer is equal to I[
il
3.5 nsec and cable lengths will be kept as short as practical to minimize
the overall system delay. !1
The gate widths for the charge digitizers have been sized to range
between tO and 50 nsec. An incremental (10-20-30-40-50) gate approach. I!
,,sing appropriate MECL logic, wiltbe used to implement this requirement. !I
In this mc :e, the full dynamic channel range can be used since:
_i
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Qm : (I m) (T w) -- (25 x 10 .5 ) (I0 x 10 -9) -- 250 nico coulombs
which is the full scale of channel charge accepted by the QD 410's, indicating
that a range of approximately I03 can be accepted by the charge digitizer in
the fluorosensing mode.
3. I. 4 Altitude Lntervalometer Timing Tolerances
The timing diagram in Fig. 31 shows the rise times, propagation
on intrinsic delays and associated tolerances for each of the modules needed
to implement the altitude intervalorneter. The intrinsic delays associated
with the l.ecroy 6IZ buffer amp!ificr, Lecroy 161L discriminator and
Berkley 7030 pulse delay generator add to give the total specified delay of
85. 5 nsec (this value will be measured and documented on the system}.
The delay generator, including initiai and delayed pulse and time digitizer
have specified tolerances of Jc 0. Insec + 0. 5 nsec and ÷ 0 2 nsec for the
intervals required in this application. The RSS value of the three
tolerances -- 0. 55 nsec. If approximately another 0. 5 nsec is allowed for
jitter or amplifier rise time variations, the results indicate that the total
tolerance can be held to T 1.0 nsec.
Representative intervals for three of the typical alti ades required
for this application are also shown. At the worst case altitude of 609 m,
the predominant tolerance is that associated with the Berkley 7030 delay
pulse generator (+ 0.5 nsec). At higher altitudes, the delay jitter tolerance
{0.0L% of delay interval) would start to predominate and reduce the aircraft
altitude measurement accuracy accordingly.
_. I. 5 CAMAC Interconnecting Diagram
The details of the Control and Data Acquisition Subsystem are
summarized "*n the CAIVlAC interconnecting diagram, Fig. _2. The figure
shows h;_rdware model nun Lbers and general electronic module interc¢,nnec-
tions Modules not designated will be comprised of high speed IvIFCL integratt.d
circuits. With the exception of the bathymetry and fluoro,.ensing photo-
multipliers, all equipment wilt be r_ounted in two GAIvIAG crates.
3.2 SignalProcessing Subsystem
$.2. I I/O Controller
A. GPU Time and Memory Allocation
[n Table XIII is presented time estimates for each of the functions
or operations required to be performed within the GPU. As a result of
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TAB LE XIII
CPU TIM_E ALLOCATION ESTIMATES
# of Bytes
De sc ription -- Cycles PT Us/Byte
Data Input 33, 554 6 x 10 -6
Disc Transfers 33, 554 1. 3 x 10 -6
-6
Interval Calc. 25 x 400 10 x 10
Status Update 50 x 8 2 x 10 .6
-6
Gt'aphic Update 11, 000 10 x 10
Application Exec. 10 x 400 10 x 10 -6
Ope,'ating Sys. Exec. 5,000 10 x 10 -6
Housokeeping 10 x 17 10 x 10 .6
:During Data Taking
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• 201
• 044
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these estimates, it can be seen that the CPU is approximately 64% dedi-
cated, which allows a conservative margin should date rates or the number
of channels for housekeeping increase in the future.
A preliminary CPU memory allocation estimate is shown in Fig. 33.
As indicated, 28 k would be required to satisfy present needs and approxi-
mately 4 k of space will be available to allow for some growth. Should
greater expansion be required for future experiments this can be accom-
plished modularly in increments of 8 k.
B. Controller
The I/O controller chosen to satisfy the bpplication requirements
of the system is a Hewlett Packard 2 IZ5A discomputer containing the
following features and options:
a) Features:
1) IZg standard instructions (including floating point
and EAU
Z) 178 user accessible micro-orders
3) Power fail and recovery
4) Memory protec_
5) Dual channel port control (direct memory access)
6) Disc loader ROM (bootstrap loader)
7) Software F,eaI Time Executive RTE II system is a disc-
based, foreground-background, time and event scheduled
real-time multiprogramming system. It is supported by
multilingual program development software including
Fortran IV, Algol, machine language compilers, debuggers
and aesemblers. Drivers are provided for controlling and
passing information using the RTE II opezating system for
all major processing peripherals and I/0 channels.
8) File and memory management
b) Options:
I) 37.k semiconductor memory (to satisfy resident application,
graphic I/O and blank common or buffer area for momen-
tarily storing raw data and housekeeping).
-I19-
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C. Disc Unit
The Hewlett Packard 12962 A cartridge disc subsystem has the
performance and capacity necessary to satisfy the application requirements
for the system. The manufacturer has indicated that with proper shock
mounting and preferred orientation, this unit will perform properly in an
aircraft environment. Disc storage capacity is 14,745, 600 bytes on one
removable disc containing approximately I0 megabytes on two sides and
one fixed disc containing 5 megabytes on a single surface. Voice coil
head positioning provides exceptionally fast seek times; average track to
track in 5 msec, average random in 25 msec, maximum stroke in 45 msec
The data transfer rate of the unit is 937.5 k bytes/see. (Calculations on disc
sizing requirements are presented in para. 3.2.2. 3 of this section of the
report, l
D. Programs
The system programs and subroutines will be structured using the
general concept shown in Fig. 34. An inxt_alization routine will take
appropriate inputs from the keyboard, select the major mode to be run,
draw the ._rid, label graphics display, and ensure that all peripherals are
in the proper mode and iv a ready state. The xnajor portion of this routine
will be written in Fortran.
Once initialization has been accomplished, the system will be
placed in a ready state, waiting for a system trigger or start command
{input vi,t keyboard). The data ready signal will be accepted from the
CAMAC interface via the I/O controller priority interrupt system. The
CAIXlAC data will then be transferred from the various registers {time
digitizer and charge digitizers} to the I/O controller memory. The altitude
delay correction algorithm routine will be scheduled on a per pulse basis
to account for aircraft and seastate variations. The res_lt of this calcu-
lation will update the altitude delay generator. These routines will be
written in machine language due to the real time responses required.
The remainder of the routines will be scheduled on the basis of
the number of pulses received as shown in Fig. 34 The disc and graphic
routines indicated will be generated using a combination of FORTRAN and
machine language, The disc routine will be used to dump raw data onto
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the disc every Ith pulse; "r' to be determined by the most efficient record
size for system. The graphic routine will generate a real time display
in each mode to give a valid indication of the quality of the data.
The remaining routines shown in the figure will be implemented
using a philosophy similar to the major routines outlined. With this
approach, all routines can be generated using a modular software concept
such that each can be altered or modified easily, if or when the need arises.
3.2.2 Displays
3.2.2. 1 Status Display
A status display will be designed which will indicate the system
mode or operation and status of all major subsys*ems. A combination of
discrete light emitting diodes (LED' s), latch circuitry, and control and
selection logic will be configured to interface with the I/O controller.
System status will be updated once every two seconds and visual informa-
tion will be transmitted to the display for operator interrogation. Pro-
visions will be included to stop or freeze the display in order to access
each major subsystem. A preliminary layout of the status display is
shown in Fig. 35.
3.2.2.2 Graphics, Display
A Tektronix 4012 computer display terminal fulfills all the major
requirements for satisfying the alphanumeric and graphic needs of the
AOL system. The alphanumeric mode allows selection of the full ASCII
set of 96 upper and lower case printing characters or the 63 character
TTY subset. In graphics mode, vector presentations of system data will
be presented in response to computer commands. The display is a direct
view storage CRT, witha display area 20.3 cm (8 in.) wide by 15.2 cm
(6 in.) high. The graphics matrix is set up to provide 1024 X by 780 Y
viewab_.e points. The graphics terminal is also supported with an extensive
software package to easily interface with the I/O controller and generate
graphics using high level language techniques (Fortran IV). High level
statements are included for axis generation, scaling and labeling tasl-.q.
Using this software package provides an expedient and cost effective means
of generating display graphics for all system modes. Typical display
presenta._;. '_ are shown in Figs. 36 and 37 for each mode of operation.
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3.2.2. 3 Monitor Oscilloscope
A Tektronix Model 475 oscilloscope was selected for this purpose
to provide the following capabilities: l) to observe the raw (analog) photo-
multiplier data and, 2) as a diagnostic tool in tracing various analog and/or
digital signal paths. The Model 475 has a 200 MHz at 2 V/crn bandwidth,
a l nsec/div sweep rate, and an 8 x I0 crn calibrated viewing area and is
contained in a 7 x 19 x 18 cm rack-mountable enclosure.
3. Z.3 Recording
A. Recordin[_ Rate and Endurance Estimates
Table XIV provides a list of the various system data and house-
keeping sources and the anticipated number of bytes/see required for the
worst case {bathymetry) AOL measurement application. In order to size
the disc requirements, the loll_owing assessment was made:
If there are
33,554 bytes/see
then the number of bytes to be placed on the disc during a one minute data
taking interval would be:
33,554 x 60 = 2,013,240 bytes/rain
The maximum endurance on disc if we allow I0 I%4 bytes for data
storage would be:
I0 x 106
2,013,240 _ 5 rain
The disc format is set at 51Z bytes per block (256 words), and since
there are 33,554 bytes/see it is clear that:
33_ 554 bytes/sec
512 bytes/block = 65. 54 blocks/sec
are required to be transferred to the disc.
To provide a reasonable duty cycle for disc transfers, an alternate
(ping-pong) buffer storage of 2048 words each could be used to service:
l) incoming data, and Z) disc writing requirements via the dual port con-
troller channels. This would yield a transfer rate of one transfer every
4096 bytes = 0. 1221 sec
33,554 by%es/sec
This results in satisfying the data requirements with a modest amount of
storage (4096 words) and keeps the input and disc writing overhead required
-127-
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TABLE xrv
SYSTEM DIGITAL RECORDING REQUIREMENTS
Description # of Words
Rate
# of Bytes {Samples/Secl
Bytes/
Se_. [
40 Data Channels
RTOD
Housekeeping
40 Z 400 32,000
1 6 40 240
A/D
Digital
A tt itude
10 Z 10 200
1 2 Z0 40
Latitude 1 4 1 4
I,ongitud(, 1 4 1 4
(;round Speed 1 2 20 40
Drift Angle 1 4 I0 40
Pitch l 2 I 0 20
P oll 1 2 10 20
[ntervalomete r 1 2 400 ,_00
S(anne r 1 2 40 ,_0
Status 1 2 1 2
ldrntification (Est.) 32 2 1 64
Total: 33, 554
The recording t'stimate is presented for the worst case mode of
data collection, ,..g., for bathymetry.
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by the CPU relatively low. Since the operational scenario as presently
conceived, is envisioned to require no more than a total of one minute of
data taking/pass and at least two minutes between passes, a reasonable
recording approach would be to transfer the raw data frc, m the disc to
CPU and edit, format, and record the information between passes.
For recording, assuming a worst case (no data editing between
disc and recording), the following tape conditions would result:
Assuming 4:1 - data:
5
2,013, 2'10 bytes x_
The transport specification
Recording time per pass
IRG - packing factor
= 2, 516,550 bytes
= 800 bytes/in
= 36, 000 bytes/sec
2 z516 t 550 bytes
= 3'6,000 bytes/sec
: 69. 904 sec
Using a total of:
l ft
45 in/sec x 69,904 = 3, 145 68 in x 12 in
= 262. 1 ft/pass
Using a 1,097 m (3600 ft) roll of magnetic tape, this results in a tape
endurance of :3. 73 rain of data per roll.
B. Magnetic Tape Recordin_
A Hewlett Packard Model 12970A wide track, 800 BPI, digital
magnetic tape recorder has been chosen to satisfy the requirements of this
application. Some of the important features of this unit are:
a) Fast data transfer ° up to 36 k bits/sec
b} Dynamic braking
c} Accommodates up to 26. 6 cm (10. 5 in} reels
d} The unit is IBM/ANSI compatible
e) It is software supported and integrated to HP RTE II
3. 3 Housekeeping
ttousekeeping will be accomplished using a Hewlett Packard _ 313B
analog digital intelface subsystem for converting analog housekeeping
signals and a Hewlett Packard IZ604B data source interface card for
handling bit discrete and encoded housekeeping information.
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The Model 2313B analog digital interface subsystem has the follow-
ing characteristics related to signal processing:
R e solution
Full Scale Input
Throughput Rate to Buffer
Aperture Time
No. of Inputs
12 bits, including sign LSB 5 rnV
+I0. Z35 V to - I0. 240 V
To 45 kHz, max, using D/v_
50 nsec (paced)
16 differential
The data source interface card will accept fronl 5 to 100 ¥ -
"I 'I state signals with transfer rate of up to I000 readings/sec. The
digital housekeeping signals from various subsystemB wilt be accepted
by this module and transferred to the I/O controller.
3.4 Electrical Interfaces with NASA Equipment
3.4. I Inertial Navigation System
A Litton Ind_stries Model LTN-51, in its basic configuration, is
presently mounted on the NASA C-54 research aircraft. Various outputs
of the navigator will be utilized by the AOL computer for computation and
in/orrnation transfer to the recorder. Table XV lists the output specifi-
cations for BCD data available from the LTN-51 and Tab!e XVI lists the
output specifications for its analog data. The following parameters are
required from the LTN-51 to support AOL data processing and reduction:
latitude, longitude, ground speed, drift angle, pitch and roll. As indicaL_d,
the aircraft p-esent position in terms of latitude and longitude are available
once per second as an output in BCD format, to si_: significant figures and
to 0. I minutes resolution. Ground speed is available 20 times per second
in BCD format to four significant figures and one knot resolution. Drift
angle is available I0 times per second in BCD format with three significant
figures and 0. 1 degrees resolution. Pitch and roll information is provided
from a three wi_'e synchro with 0.04 ° resolution and 0.2 ° accuracy. The
synchro output will be connected to a synchro to digital converter, BCD
output with + 4 minutes accuracy and sampled I0 times per second.
3.4.2 Timing
Timing will be derived from an existillg NASA 36 bit time code
generator (Astrodata Model 6220 universal time code translator). All
data will be appropriately tagged with encoded RTOD as required for
correlation purposes.
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TABLE XV
LTN-51 OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS-- BCD DATA
Parameter Qt....._y Range Units Resolution
Distance to go 1 0 to 3999.9 nm nm O. 1 nm
Time to go 1 0 to 399.9 min minutes 0. 1 min
Cross-track 1 0 to 399.9 rain nm 0. 1 nm
distance
Desired track 1 0 ° to 360.0 ° degrees 0. 1 deg
Track angle error 1 0 ° to 180.0 ° degrees 0. 1 deg
Drift angle 1 0 ° to 39.9 ° degrees 0. 1 deg
Align status 1 "90" to "0" N/A N/A
Present-posit'.'on 1 0 to 90°N degrees/ 0. 1 rain
latitude 0 to 90°S minutes
lJresent-position 1 0 to 180°E degrees/ 0. 1 rain
longitude 0 to 180°W minutes
Ground speed 1 0 to 2000 kts knots 1.0 knot
Track angle 1 0 ° to 360.0 ° degrees 0. 1 d,_g
True H_ading 1 0 ° to 360.0 ° degrees 0. 1 deg
Wind Speed 1 0 to 399 kts knots 1.0 knot
Wind Angle 1 0 ° to 360.0 ° degrees 1.0 deg
Waypoint latitude 10 0 ° to 90°N degrees/ 0. 1 rain
0 ° to 90°S minutes
Waypoint longitude 10 0 ° to 180°E degrees/ 0. ! rain
0 ° to 180°W minutes
Number of siguificant bits does not include sign.
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4
4
4
4
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2
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
6
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Function
P;t_h I
P;tch 2 & }
Pitch 4
Pitch 5
Pitch 6
(t_storner
option)
Roll I
Roll 2 k
Roll 4
RoD fs
Roll b
(c u Ito,_e r
option)
Platform
Headinl[
T rue
Headlnll
Actusl
Track
Anile
T ra_k
An_le
Error
Drift
Anllle
QtV
I
l
I
I
l
TAB I-r XV|
LTN-SI O{'TrIUT SPI:CIFICATIONS - ANALOG DATA
l.dei ] PoeitiveType C_tput Range Heeolution Accuracy ROll fence DirSenee
00 tO_900 00 t l_rieofl noon up}-wire synchro
AR'HC 407 eq_lv
ZOO mY/degree
3-wire synchro
ARIIqC 407 equiv
ZOO n_V/deBTee
0 ° to 15°
IS°to 30 °
30 ° to 90 °
0 ° to+90 °
0 ° to 15 °
IS ° to 30 °
30 ° to 90 °
0 ° to + 90 °
0.04 °
0.04 °
0.04 °
0 o4°
0.04
0.04 °
0.2 G
0. S°
i. 0°
O. S°
O. 5_
0,5
0 ° a h orison nose up
Z-wire isoL&tion 0.04 ° 0° : horizon nose up
trans(ormer 0 ° to}'0 ° 0,5 °
30 ° to 90 ° 1.0 °
0 ° ._^_ 0.04 ° 0 ° = horizon nole up
Z-wire Isolation tO 00
transformer 0 ° to =u n. 5 °
30 ° to 90 ° 1.0 °
0 ° to+_90 ° 0.04 ° 0 ° • horizon nose up
0 o
0 n to 90 °
0 ° to+180 °
40mY
+3% at
ZS°C + 8_
over-_8 C
to +70-C
tamp ranis
Z-wire isolation
transfcrn_er
derived from
Pitch 3
on • horizon3-wire synchro
ARINC 407 equlv
Z00 mV/degree
a/c rilht
win 8 down
0 ° In iS ° 0.04_ 0, Z°
IS ° to 30 ° 0.04 0.5 °
30 ° to 180 ° 0.04 ° 1.0 °
]-wire aynchro 0 ° to_i80 ° 0_ s horlsoo a/c rilhi
ARhNC 407 equiv 00 to 75 ° 0.040 0,50 win 8 down
15 ° to )0 ° 0,04 ° 0._
30 ° to 180 ° 0.04 ° 1.0 °
Z-wtre isolation 0 ° to + 90 ° 0.04 ° 0 ° • horizon a/c rilht
transformer 00 to_-0 ° 0. S° win 8 down
30 ° to 90 ° 1,0 °
0.04 °
0.04 °
0. S°
I, 0 °
40 mV
•_ J5 it
over -_8 C
to _ 70_C
tamp renle
0 ° : horizon
0 ° z horizon
0 ° to + 90 °
0 ° InTO o
_0 ° to 90 °
2-wire isoletton
transformer
2-wire i|oletion
trinsforl_e r
de r_ved from
Roll 3
}-wire synrhro
AR[NC 407 aqui
Z00 r_V/delree
3-wire synchro
ARINC 407 eq_lv
ZOO r_V/4elrel
}-wire lynchro
A_INC 40T equi_
ZOO mY/delree
}-wire lynchro
ARINC 407 equiv
ZOO r.V/dcirae
0 ° to+180 °
0 °
0 ° to 180 °
a/¢ rilht
win I down
_nld_n
0 _ to J60' 0.1 ° _0,| ° N/A none risht
00 tO 360 O O. in +.0.4 ° 00 • true nose ri|ht
north
0 ° to }60 ° 0, I ° _ 0 5 ° 0 ° • true CW from
P,or_h true _orth
0 ° to _ 180 ° 0,1 ° * 0 5 ° I 0 ° -dmeirad
trick
track t_(t
o( desired
track 4CCWI
}-wire syn(hr_ 0 ° In _ p).qo 0,1 ° _ 0._ 0 00 - actual true hesdtn_
track to the lift of
anllO track
_. - ...
_cale
Factor
I ° : i O
I ° = l 0
ZOO mY/°
50 mY/°
I I 5V s,_o
I0.65V
.in0
I ° : I O
I ° z l °
Load
Capability Phase
three 500 0 ° to _t II °
ohm CTe
three 500 0 ° to + 11 °
ohm CTs
5k to I Ok 0 ° to + I I°
oh/no
10k tO 40k .8 o _4o°
ohme
5k _ I% +30 ° +40
4k +_ I% -4.00
thine 500 0 ° to + II °
ohm CTs
three 500 00 to + I I °
ohm CT.
each
L
200 mY/° 5k to IOk
ohml
50mV/_
I0 65V
sin0
l ° , t °
i ° , i °
I° = 10
i ° 1 °
io , i o
0 ° to + II °
IOk to 40k _8 o {+4 °
ohms - Z°l
Sk _ I% +_0 ° • 4 °
4k 4. I% +30 ° + b. S°
04.0 °
passive 00 to _' I I°
5 ohms
CTs
pleelve 0 ° _o _ I qo
_'00 ohme
CTs
} plelivl 0 ° to _ I _o
_,00 oh_s
CTs
] paeetve 0 ° to ÷ I _o
_,00 ohms
CTs
t pillars 0 n to b I qo
$00 ohms
CTe
]]
],
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Parallel 42 bit (LSB - 1 msec) timing information will be input to
the I/O controller on command. In addition, the 36 bit NASA I second code
will be used to drive and expose timing marks on the ground truth camera film.
3.4. 3 Power Control and Distribution
A power control and distribution unit will provide the interface
bet-.veen aircraft power and the input power to the various AOL system units.
The unit will contain line circuit breakers and individual unit circuit
breakers. Input line filters will be included on the input power busses and
where required line filters will be provided on power lines to individual
units of the system. In addition the unit will be totally enclosed.
Lamps will indicate power availability from the busses and to the
units. A system power on timer will be provided to indicate total operating
time for equipment maintenance purposes.
A power control and distribution circuit, atypical of the type to be
utilized, is shown in Fig. 38. The 115 V, 60 Hz input power is fed through
EMI line filters which remove unwanted transient signals. A circuit
breaker and a power switch control the power of each bus. Individual
circuit breakers are used for the protection of circuits that distribute
power to each subsystem unit. A preliminary layout of the power control
and distribution panel is shoovn in Fig. 39.
3.5 Electronics System Weight and Power Estimates
Weight _nd power estimates for AOL electronics system modules
have been prepared and are listed in Table XVII. The summary shows
that the total estimated weight is 437 l_g (963 lbs) and that approximately
6. 3 kW of 60 Hz, single phase power will be required for the system.
3.6 Preliminary Electronics Rack Layout
The various electronics units have been arranged in a preliminary
rack layout, Fig. 40. As can be seen, three racks, 152 cm Hx 48 cm W
(60 in. x 19 in.), will accommodate the equipment. One rack has been
set aside for the laser electronics and the fast pulse signal processing
electronics. This rack also contains room for growth or spillover from
the remaining racks. Two racks are required to contain that electronics
which should be near the operator including the magnetic tape transport,
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TABLE XVII
ESTIMATED E"._ECTRONICS SYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER
Unit or Module
HV supply 6516A
HV supply 6522A
CAMAC crate 1902A
CAMAC crate 1902A
CAMAC inteface 2201
Gate module
Control gate & sync.
Discomputer 2125A
CPU M 20
A/D converter 2315B
Mag. tape 1297A
Display term. and
Keyboard R4012
Oscilloscope R475
Field stop/Footprint
camera control
Status display
Power control
C950 laser power &
control
Total:
Weight
..!kg_
7
19
36
36
9
in CAMAC Crate
in CAMAC Crate
74
20
3O
63
41
13
7
9
68
437 (963 Ibs)
Powe r
Re qui re me nt s
(Watts)
40
270
40O
4OO
70
100
100
50O
52O
40O
40O
110
I00
I00
I00
I0
2640
6260
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Fig. 40 Preliminary Electronics Rack Layout
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CPU, graphics and keyboard. The units are located at reasonable arms
length and the keyboard is at the operator's finger tips. Some unassigned
space is available to allow flexibility for unit size changes during AOL
detail system design.
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